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On that note, hopefully you have received your
first few editions of the Pool+Spa eNewsletter,
which was launched in July. We appreciate
the positive feedback and suggestions for
future stories that we have received from
our readers and encourage anyone with
suggestions, news or new products to email
the details through.
In this edition we have looked at the benefits
of pool blankets, pool filtration considerations,
incorporating water features into your client’s
pool area, maintaining pool covers, addressing cloudy pool water
and many case studies
of award-winning residential and commercial
pools, which we hope
you enjoy.
Until next time,

Rebecca Brennan - Editor
ps@westwick-farrow.com.au
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GOLD AWARD
FOR GOLD COAST
GLAMOUR POOL

On the banks of the Nerang River on the
Gold Coast, a newly built residential pool has
sent many tongues wagging. While it was only
completed in February, the owners are over
the moon with their new pool, which has not
only provided them with a superb entertaining
backdrop but has also won gold at the 2013
SPASA Qld Awards of Excellence. Pool+Spa
takes a tour of this masterpiece.
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GOLD COAST WINS GOLD

T

his residential pool, located at
Benowa Waters, Gold Coast, was
built by L&V Project Pools, under
contract to the house builder,
Rodney James. The purpose of
the pool was to provide the owners, who
regularly entertain, with a majestic backdrop
to enjoy with their guests, while combining
the indoor and outdoor areas.
Access to the site was limited from the
road, which meant that planning of the
construction required careful consideration.
In July 2011, once the basement structure
was built but before construction of the
main house started, the shells of the pool
were sprayed. The pool was finished off
in the last months leading up to February
2013, once the house construction was
almost completed.
The design of the house and overall
pool layout was undertaken by Architect
Dani Buchanan. In order to best suit the
Gold Coast outdoor lifestyle, the concept
designed allowed the indoor and outdoor
living areas of the house to flow down,
out into the pool area and across to the
outdoor entertaining pavilion.
“I was first briefed for the residence and
pool by the owners in 2010. Their brief was
for a waterfront home on the main river at
Benowa that was contemporary with open,
light living areas integrated well with the
outdoor living areas. The clients were great
- they were open to ideas and particularly
to the innovative use of concrete which
would eventually flow over to the way the
pool was finished. Their only brief regarding
the pool was that it had to be ‘amazing’
and as a result it became a centrepoint of
the design of the lower living areas - both
indoors and out. The pavilion and wet bar
became integrated with the pool design
to help create a resort-like feel and also
to create some privacy from Nerang River
and protection from the western sun,” said
Buchanan.
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“The biggest challenges with the pool
were firstly, its size - it was engineered
as two separate pools joined in the centre
where the steppers cross it to access the
pool pavilion; and secondly, making sure that
the details weren’t compromised along the
way. Often when you design large projects
elements that were essential parts of the
design at sketch stage get watered down or
deleted as the reality of constructing them
is faced. I’m referring to the glass waterfall
edge - this was difficult to construct but
is undoubtedly a stunning part of the pool
from both inside and out. Also, the polished
concrete coping and steppers were critical
to tying the pool into the house design.
The builder, Rod James, did a beautiful
job of casting in situ and polishing the
coping, which also forms the seat edge in
the pavilion and bar top in the wet bar.
The results were only achieved because the
builder and the client were committed to
these details,” added Buchanan.
The structural shell, hydraulics, pool
equipment and pool finishes were undertaken by the L&V Project Pools in-house
teams.
Michael Laffey, managing director at
L&V Project Pools, was responsible for
this project. “The details of how the pool
structure would work and interface with
the house and pavilion structures was part
of the L&V Project Pools scope. It was a
requirement that the pool blend seamlessly
into the adjacent structures.”
In turn, the builders consulted with
Soil Surveys, Gold Coast, to provide an
assessment as to ground conditions and
recommended solutions. “The area was
identified as having deep layers of unstable
soil; additionally, there had been pre-loading
to the back section of the pool, whereas
the section of the pool closest to the river
was unconsolidated. So that the site did not
have future differential settlement, especially
since the pool had a wet edge, this required
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GOLD COAST WINS GOLD

AS THE POOL BUILD PROGRESSED FROM LINES ON A DRAWING TO REALITY, L&V
PROJECT POOLS CONTINUOUSLY ENGAGED WITH THE ARCHITECT TO ENSURE THE
DIMENSIONS AND LEVELS OF THE VARIOUS STEPS AND BENCHES, TOGETHER
WITH DEPTHS AND HOLDING VOLUMES, REMAINED CORRECT.

40, 9 m long screw piers below the shell
to support the pool structure,” Laffey added.
Gold Coast Screw Piers undertook the
specialist screw pier work, which was undertaken at the same time as the pool was
formed and excavated.
The structural design and inspection of the
pool shell was undertaken by Des Newport
Engineers, who, in turn, issued the required
form 15 and 16 certifications. Because of
the shape of the pool and that it necked in
at the corner of the two arms, an expansion
joint was installed. Its location is semihidden
under the retrofitted stepping stones that lead
to the outdoor pavilion.
Some of the finishing details include: a
dual-sided glass top weir detail, over which
the main pool areas flowed into the holding pool below. These levels followed the
ground, down from the main entry level, then
to lower terraces opening out to the main
river and boat jetty. The pool also includes
a 12.5 m lap pool in the rear/side section
of the property, which connects to the main
section of the pool.
“The clients are lavish entertainers, so
they wanted a swim-up bar area adjacent
to the outdoor pavilion. This has removable
stainless steel bar stools. Alongside the bar,
the wide bench seat has a spa seat - great
for relaxing with a drink in hand,” said Laffey.
The pool internals include metallic glass
mosaic tile feature walls, tile band and
matching outline tile rows on the steps and
benches. These give a special lustrous look
to the pool water. The balance of the pool
interior is finished in dark blue glass pebbles
for maximum colour and effect.
The coping is integrated with the surrounding concourse and poured on top of the pool
shell. It is finished with a polished terrazzo
look. The stepping stones, which lead from
the house to the pavilion, are in a matching
monolithic polished concrete finish.
Lighting is by way of Spa Electric blue
LED niche lights with remote linked to the
client’s C-Bus system, which can operate
and highlight the pool features, from dusk
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onward. Special emphasis in regards to the
lighting location went to the positioning of
the lights, to best show off the glass weir
top detail.
By way of hydraulics, the pool has a
Hayward Super 2 x 453 with, 36″ sand
filter and glass media for better filtration.
Sanitisation is by way of 2 x Ecofresh,
fresh water chlorinators which can run
without addition of salt and can also be
run on magnesium salts, for added health
benefits. This was the choice of this client.
Additionally, because the magnesium acts as
a flocculent, water clarity is also improved,
giving a crystal clear look to the water.
In order to assist in the operation of
the weir, there is a separate weir pump by
way of a Hayward Super 2 x 411 pump
with separate safety suctions and returns.
The upper pool also has two skimmer
boxes, which means that the water body
can be run without operating the weir edge
and allows the owners vacuum points for
maintenance of the pool.
There is auto water-levelling makeup
and overflow to the lower weir pond, as is
required. The spa seat utilises a 1200-watt
whisper-air blower to the spa jets.
“As the pool build progressed from lines
on a drawing to reality, L&V Project Pools
continuously engaged with the architect to
ensure the dimensions and levels of the various steps and benches, together with depths
and holding volumes remained correct. This

is where an experienced pool builder makes
all the difference. Along the way, the client
was further consulted to ensure the final
result would be the best possible fit for its
purpose. It also gives the client the chance
to influence final decisions before they are
literally set in concrete, when the shell is
poured,” Laffey said.
“The owners, who over the construction
process have befriended several members
of the L&V Project Pools team, are regular
entertainers. They are over the moon with
the end result and make maximum use of
what is a beautifully designed and crafted
house, pool and outdoor living combination.
It typifies what is the absolute best about
the Gold Coast lifestyle.”
In advising other architects on this style
of project, Buchanan says, “This was a big
pool. Don’t underestimate what is involved
structurally and financially to procure a
project like this but, you can achieve a
great result if you have clients, a builder
and pool builder who are committed to the
project as I did. It needs a collaborative
effort that is well worth it in the end. At the
end of the day this pool complements the
design of the house and vice versa. One
cant work without the other – I’m thrilled
with the outcome and for my clients.”
This pool won the coveted gold award
for domestic traditional or geometric pools
over $100,001 at the recent 2013 SPASA
Queensland awards.
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Function and fashion-all rolled into one

Looking for a sleek pool cover that also adds safety, sustainability and a sense of finish to
your indoor or outdoor pool? Remco has it covered!
We’re Australia’s leading quality manufacturer of automated, multifunctional pool cover
systems. Our stylish, award winning covers keep pools safe, clean and beautifully warm all
year round.
Remco has a 20 year history of developing the highest quality pool covers, manufactured to
the strictest international standards.

MDG 18945

Contact us to find out more about our range of standard and customised covers
to compliment your pool design.

FREECALL 1800 652 962 or visit www.remco.com.au
WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU
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MAKING WAVES
July pool DA numbers show signs of a promising summer
The national residential swimming pool development application (DA) numbers seen in July were the highest seen since
January, perhaps due to the warmer than usual winter, but definitely a promising sign of what’s to come this summer.
July 2013 saw 977 DAs lodged nationally,
a significant increase from the same period in
2012 in which 733 DAs were lodged and also an
increase on the impressive numbers in 2011, with
812 DAs lodged.
New South Wales saw the highest level of
DAs across the country with 285 applications
processed. This figure is up on the number of
DAs received in July 2012 when 245 applications
were lodged; however, it didn’t reach the heights
seen in NSW in July 2011, when a bumper 338
applications were received.
Pool builders and suppliers in Queensland
can prepare for a busy few months with 245
applications received in July compared to just 48 in the same month in 2012.
Western Australia also saw a significant increase from 170 in July 2012 to 207 in July this year. The figures in
Victoria, Northern Territory, Tasmania and South Australia were all slightly down on the same period in 2012.
Across the country, 81 DAs were received for commercial swimming pools, which was down on the 137 DAs received
in 2012, but an increase from the 70 DAs received nationally in June.

Australia’s top 20 swimming pool heating companies have continuously
collaborated over the past 12 months to draft new proposals to Standards
Australia in regards to a revision of two pool heating standards:
1. Revision of AS3634 - 1989 - Solar Heating Systems for Swimming
Pools
2. New Australian Standard - Heat Pump Systems for Swimming
Pools
“SPASA Heating stakeholder meetings throughout 2012 attracted
significant member interest due to the many concerns relating to noncompliant products and concerning representations being made on
available and imported heating products,” says SPASA CEO Spiros
Dassakis.
“The revised and new heating standards, once approved for
development, will establish a benchmark for the swimming pool and
spa industry to ensure claims that are made follow an established
quality, performance and installation benchmark. Equally, consumers
will be the ultimate beneficiaries of these standards in knowing that
their swimming pool and spa heating products and installation comply
with current up-to-date Australian Standards.”
The Australian Standards for swimming pool and spa heating systems
are likely to cover, but not be limited to the following: purpose, definition,
scope, classifications, hydraulics, pipework, labelling, performance
requirements, testing and rating requirements, commissioning and
handover and climatic considerations.
“The recent draft project proposals submitted to Standards Australia
follow the recent win by SPASA in having the Australian Building Codes
Board Committee (ABCB) support our submission to amend clause
3.12.57 of the Building Code of Australia to allow additional types of
heating for swimming pools. The changes supported are currently in
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Industry unites to propose new pool heating standards

the public comment phase and very likely to be adopted in the 2014
edition of the Building Code of Australia. This is a significant win for
the entire swimming pool and spa heating sector.”
Before a project to develop a new Australian Standard or revise
an existing Australian Standard commences, there needs to be
demonstrable evidence that the standard will deliver a net benefit to
the Australian community.
SPASA will also need to demonstrate there is sufficient industry and
stakeholder support for the development of the standard. SPASA will
be in contact with members and stakeholders shortly once Standards
Australia has considered the Project Proposals and provided guidance
on the next step as well as the possible development pathways.
More information can be sought from SPASA CEO Spiros Dassakis
at spiros@spasa.org.au.
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MAKING WAVES
National occupational licensing
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Every state and territory is a member of the Council of Australia Governments
(COAG) and has agreed to the establishment of a National Occupational Licensing
System (NOLS) to allow licences in specified occupations to work in all Australian
jurisdictions.
Currently, occupations are licensed by each state or territory with the licence
only covering work performed in that state or territory. Under a national licence,
companies and individuals will be licensed to work anywhere in Australia, removing
duplicated and inconsistent regulation between states and territories for specific
occupations. The system will also improve business efficiency, reduce red tape,
improve labour mobility, enhance productivity, enhance consumer confidence, create
consistent licensing fees, undertake complaint handling and investigate disciplinary
matters.
Swimming Pool and Spa Alliance supports the COAG initiative to introduce a
National Occupational Licensing System as it provides members with the ability to
engage licensed personnel who are able to work anywhere in Australia (where the
relevant work is licensed) without having to reapply for a licence or the need to
undertake additional study.
COAG has announced that the National Occupational Licensing System will be
implemented in 2014 following further consultation conducted by states and territories.
The results of each state or territory’s consultation will form the policy advice that
will go to Ministers before the final decision on the approach to national licensing.
For more information, contact SPASA CEO Spiros Dassakis via
spiros@spasa.org.au.

Evolve Composites Pty Ltd has purchased the assets of Poolrite
following discussions that have lasted many months. Established in
1978, Poolrite was once one of Australia’s largest manufacturers of
pool and spa equipment, reaching $30 million in sales per annum at the
height of its success. However, the long-running company encountered
some difficulties and went into administration in late 2012.
Evolve, based in Brisbane, manufactures and distributes the
Australian-made Polyslab and Evo-Crete ranges.
Ty Hermans, Managing Director of Evolve, had been screening
the market for opportunities in the pool market for several years,
believing that Evolve’s experience in research and development,
manufacturing, sales and marketing would ensure the success of
such ventures.
On hearing of Poolrite’s difficulties, Hermans was quick to license
the rights to manufacture, distribute, market and sell the Poolrite
range of products. Hermans also prepared and logged a DOCA, which
was originally rejected by creditors who favoured an acquisition by
AustralPool Australia.
Fortunately for Hermans, several months of negotiations between
the creditors and AustralPool could not result in a favourable outcome
for both parties and Poolrite remained unsold. Last month, Evolve
successfully negotiated a deal with the administrators, which is
scheduled to settle in late July.
“We see the acquisition of the Poolrite assets as delivering us
several potentially distinct businesses including minerals, spare
parts, pumps and skimmers,” Hermans said.
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Evolve group purchases Poolrite

“We have made no secret of our long-term goal to play in the
pool industry, and acquiring the assets of Poolrite makes it that
much more viable.
“Our own brand Element was to be released into the market for
the Australian summer, but we have brought forward our first product
for immediate launch - Element Minerals - a low-cost magnesium
mineral alternative to Magnapool’s legendary magnesium mineral
blend. The Element Mineral range is simply something the market
was desperately looking for and we will make this a reality this month.
“Poolrite is now in the hands of Evolve and we look forward to
providing further updates and ensuring the continued supply of this
great range of Aussie-made products,” Hermans said.
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LED POOL LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
Concrete + Fibreglass + Vinyl
Flush Mounted + Surface Mounted
New Pools + Retro-Fit

www.aquaquip.com.au

Wide range of Retro-Fit LED lights available for popular brands of Surface Mounted and Recessed Pool Lights.
NEW SOUTH WALES AQUA-QUIP +61 2 9643 8338 • QUEENSLAND RAINBOW POOL PRODUCTS +61 7 3849 5385 • WESTERN AUSTRALIA CHADSON ENGINEERING +61 8 9344 3611 • VICTORIA RELTECH AUSTRALIA +61 3 9459 3838 • ZODIAC NATIONALLY 1800 688 552

AQ P&SR 009
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MAKING WAVES
New directors join SPASA board
“Lindsay’s industry experience means
he has a specific understanding of and
vision for the retail, technician and pool
builder sectors,” Guthrie says. “His passion
and dedication to improving the industry
through education is widely regarded and
respected.”
Paul Simons has more than 18 years’
experience in the industry, and heads LoChlor Chemicals, a leading manufacturer
and wholesaler of specialty pool and spa chemicals in Australia.
“Paul plays a vital role in this industry, and he’s committed to
innovation - as proven by his diverse company which has offices in
Australia, USA and the UK,” adds Guthrie. “He works closely with
pool builders, retailers and technicians to provide solutions that meet
different needs.”
Brad Baxter has been in the swimming pool industry for more than
25 years, and owns Sydney pool building company Award Pools. In that
time, Award has constructed over 1500 concrete pools and won a raft
of industry excellence awards.
“Brad is certainly no newcomer to SPASA, having previously
served as a director and also as President between 2002 and 2004,”
Guthrie says. “He also understands about the importance of building
relationships with associated industries.”
© stock.xchng/profile/svilen001

Following the appointment of Robert
Guthrie to the position of president of
the Swimming Pool and Spa Alliance
(SPASA), three new directors have joined
the SPASA Board. The new directors are
Lindsay McGrath, Commercial Director of
BioLab Australia, Paul Simons, Managing
Director of Lo-Chlor Chemicals Australia,
and Brad Baxter, proprietor of pool
building company Award Pools.
Robert Guthrie said the addition of the three new directors has
bolstered the already strong experience and diversity of the SPASA Board.
“Lindsay, Paul and Brad bring immense experience and expertise
to the Board from both an industry and consumer perspective,” says
Guthrie. “And that ties in perfectly to SPASA’s philosophy of delivering
stronger services and advocacy for operators within the swimming
pool and spa industry and related industries, not to mention pool and
spa owners.”
McGrath has vast commercial experience in his role with BioLab
Australia and Chemtura New Zealand, which owns brands such as
BioGuard and BioGuard Poolside. In addition, he is a past director and
President of the Swimming Pool and Spa Association of South Australia
(SPASA SA) and a current serving board member of the Swimming
Pool Retail Association Australia (SPRAA).

Don’t miss this major event on the international calendar of swimming pool shows, presenting innovative products
for professionals in the swimming pool, wellness and aquatic facilities industries.
Piscina Barcelona has evolved into a trade show that
encompasses solutions, innovations and product ranges under a
brand new concept, the International Aquatic Exhibition. The event
will be held 15-18 October 2013 at the Fira Barcelona Gran Via.
The exhibition will bring together companies from the sectors
of swimming pools - including all the related equipment and
installations, wellness centres - including hydrotherapy pools and
installations, and sports and recreational facilities. Statistics from
the 2011 edition show a truly international exhibition: around 60%
of exhibitors came from abroad; 45% of visitors were international.
The organisers welcome industry professionals from Australia.

© stock.xchng/profile/pinzino

Piscina Barcelona, international swimming pool show

To find out more about this trade
show, visit http://www.salonpiscina.com/
en/reasons-to-visit.
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The softest summer
on record.
Soft Swim is a revolutionary new
mineral pool range, offering:
• Water that is soft on skin,
eyes and hair
• Efficient use of patented
chemistry
• Simple installation
• Easy conversion
• For all climates
• For all pool types
• For all pool owners
Your customers will enjoy spending
less time on pool maintenance and
the planet will thank you as well.

CHM 0333/B

Soft Swim is as soft as it gets for
pool water. Make sure you reap the
referrals and repeat business.

Order Soft Swim today!
Freecall for more information.
AU 1800 635 743
NZ 0800 441 662
www.softswimpool.com
WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU
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PROJECT COMPLETE
DERELICT BOATHOUSE TRANSFORMED

When Sunrise Pools received a call to turn a derelict, heritage-listed,
waterfront boathouse into a contemporary, indoor lap pool, they donned
their wetsuits and dived into the challenge.
Once used by a 19th-century Sydney governor to park his boat, the
heritage-listed boathouse was in ruins. But the clients dreamed that
it could be restored into a contemporary, indoor lap pool and asked
Sunrise Pools to work their magic.
The project presented many challenges. First, there was no access
from the road, hence all materials, tools and equipment arrived on site
via barge. In addition, the old boatshed was designed with a boat ramp
to allow for the owners’ boat to be launched directly into the bay. This
meant that the site of the pool was largely underwater so the majority
of the work had to be done at low tide, with wetsuit-clad workers
undertaking much of the work at the outset. A temporary wall was
built to keep water out of the construction site. Due to the waterfront
position, all reinforcing steel had to be galvanised.
After tireless work from the Sunrise Pools team, the sandstone
boathouse structure has been seamlessly incorporated into the pool
house, with a carefully formed 4 x 10-metre lap pool and a 2 x 4-metre
spa. Stone coping was used around the pool while a rich-coloured
timber deck complements the timber ceiling and beams.
The pool and spa are fully tiled, with underwater LED lights installed
to enhance the ambiance of the pool and its surrounds. A glass window
at the rear of the pool house provides views over the bay at Drummoyne,
with five skylights in the timber-clad ceiling bathing the room in natural
light. Floodlights hanging from the timber ceiling at 1.5-metre intervals
light up the sandstone, creating a feature and adding warmth to the
area. Also hanging from the ceiling are four large bar heaters. The bar
heaters heat the room for swimmers on exit of the water and create a
comfortable temperature for spectators in the cooler months. As the
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pool is heated and fully enclosed, these additional features extend the
swimming season and allow the pool to be used all year round. The
combination of the sandstone walls with the timber ceiling and deck
gives the room a contemporary feel white retaining all of the charm of
the original boathouse.
For ease of use and convenience, a custom-made control system
has been installed in the nearby residence to enable the owners to
operate the pool and spa from afar. In addition, the pool features an
in-floor cleaning system and fully automatic chlorine and acid sensor
dosing system. There is also a sand filter with matching pump and a
heat pump to enable year-round use of the pool. The metre-deep spa
features eight spa jets and an air blower. For sustainability purposes,
an 18,000-litre water tank was installed behind the spa area.
This project has won several SPASA awards.
www.sunrisepools.com.au
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PRODUCT

PAVILION

LED LIGHT BUBBLER
The ColorCascade LED Light Bubbler is
a mix of colour-changing LED lighting and
fountain-like water movement. ColorCascade
bubblers showcase and enhance pool features
like sun shelves, steps and beach entries. Their
low voltage and minimal water flow requirements
make them a suitable, energy-efficient addition to pools, fountains, ponds and more. In
addition, they add eye-catching style and a
soothing sound to heighten the senses and
elevate the aquatic experience.
The features of the ColourCascade include:
energy-efficient colour LED lights (five colours
and light shows), synchronises with IntelliBrite 5g
underwater colour-changing LED pool and spa lights,
compatible with IntelliTouch and EasyTouch automation systems,
low flow requirements allow for multiple units per pool, PVC niche
provides for flush mounting, designed for 5-25 cm water depth,
low-voltage operation - 12 VAC/16 W, cord length of 30 m and a
one-year full replacement warranty.
Pentair Aquatic Systems
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U379

Looking for more pool opportunities?
TENDERS ONLINE
Receive dedicated information about swimming pool
construction and maintenance tenders. Using our
information, you can grow your business today!

ACOUSTIC FILTER ENCLOSURE
Acoustic Filter Enclosures are designed to provide maximum protection
of valuable pool equipment including filter, pumps and electrical components, and provide optimum noise control. All panels are complete
with high-density sound absorption material, significantly reducing

Let the jobs start coming to you!

noise levels from motors and pumps. Acoustic filter enclosures are

Subscribe now.

modate for additional equipment. Enclosure requires a minimum 75

a cost-effective way to keep pool equipment out of sight.
A small unit can easily be expanded at a later date to accom-

1800
674 120
www.cordelltenders.com.au

mm clearance at rear to allow the lid to open and for air circulation.
Units can be custom made on request.
Nada Manufacturing
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U228
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PRODUCT
PAVILION

ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER
The Davey PoolSweepa range of robotic cleaners systematically maps a pool at first use to provide
advanced cleaning technology. The initial
mapping of the pool size and shape is a
process that takes approx 3 h. The smart
technology in the cleaners then stores this
information for future cleaning cycles. These
subsequent cleaning cycles will again take
approx 3 h.
The range starts with a traditional suction floor
cleaner utilising the skimmer box and pump. The
three other models in the range are for floor cleaning,
floor and wall cleaning, and tile water line cleaning and
all, except the Hybrid, run off a low 12 V.
Models included in range include The Hybrid, Floorcova,
WallClima and Optima. The WallClima and Optima models both
come with the option of upgrading to the Wonderbrush for the
cleaning of tiles around the water line in a pool.
Davey Water Products
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U742

CORROSION-RESISTANT GLASS FENCING SYSTEM
A specialist in frameless glass fencing systems, Quantum Frameless Glass has designed and
tested a wide range of premium quality architectural hardware to inspire and create frameless glass
solutions with a strong focus on superior corrosion resistance quality and ease of installation on
many supports such as concrete slabs, paved areas and timber decks.
Made from 2205 Duplex grade stainless steel, for strong resistance to corrosion, this new generation of architectural glass hardware is manufactured with precision to ensure consistent quality
and durability and is backed by a lifetime structural warranty.
Quantum Frameless Glass
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U105

Tomorrows Solutions Today

Please visit our new website for
more information
www.evolutionwls.com.au
Unit 27/30 Mudgeeraba Road Worongary Qld 4213
Phone. 07 5565 0000
Email. enquiries@evolutionwls.com.au
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CHEMICAL-RESISTANT EPOXY GROUT
Laticrete Spectralock Pro Grout is a patented, highperformance, chemical-resistant epoxy grout that offers
colour uniformity, durability and stain resistance with
ease of use. It is available in 40 different colours as well
as featuring metallic and glow-in-the-dark components.
It is designed for use on tile, mosaic, glass tile and
stone applications, both residentially and commercially. It
can be used on interior and exterior floors, walls, swimming pools, fountains and other wet area applications. It
is also suitable for regrouting applications.
In pool, spa and fountain construction, Spectralock is
claimed to provide resistance to pool chemicals, shock
treatment and pH imbalance of water and the company
says it has the flexibility and high strength to accommodate the differential in movement caused by moisture
expansion and drying shrinkage.
Spectralock inhibits the growth of stain-causing mould
and mildew in the grout joints with antimicrobial product
protection, suitable for installations that experience wide
temperature ranges and conditions.
Laticrete
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U890

Your one stop spa parts site...

the spa and hot tub specialists

• Jets
• Ozone
• Pumps
• WiFi Spa Packs

• Heaters

• Water features

• Sensors

• Cover lifters

• Touchpads

• Manifolds

• Air controls

sales@spaparts.com.au
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PRODUCT

ANDROID AUTOMATION APP
Now pool owners can control the key functions

PAVILION

of their pool and spa using the IntelliTouch and
EasyTouch control systems. The ScreenLogic
series of interfaces enable operation of IntelliTouch and EasyTouch Automation Systems
through a combination of multifunctional
controllers, including an in-wall touch screen,
iPad, iPhone, iPod touch mobile digital device,
PCs, MACs and now, Android devices.

HIGH-PRESSURE CLEANER RANGE
Combat outdoor stains, mould and grimy spots around the house
with the 2013 WORX High Pressure Cleaner (HPC) range. The
powerful jet action featured in all of this
year’s range will get rid of tough dirt and
hardened muck.
The 2013 WORX HPC range includes
six cleaners, all with unique features and
capabilities. Each high-pressure cleaner is
characterised by performance, ergonomics and wide-ranging accessories.
High-pressure cleaners have the ability to quickly and easily clean porches,
patios, outdoor furniture, pool surrounds,
cars, boats, sheds, pathways, driveways,
stonewalls, plus a variety of other surfaces.
The WG602E is a smaller HPC, yet still
efficient when it comes to cleaning dirty
surfaces outdoors. With a power input of
1500 W and a pressure rate of 1740 psi,

ScreenLogic interface for Android devices

this mid-sized HPC is a simple solution

is compatible with devices using Android

to cleaning a range of surfaces outdoors.

2.1 through to the Android 4.2 platform. The

For a bit more power, try the WORX

ScreenLogic interface for Android device app

WG605E HPC. It has the ability to be used

allows the user to control all key functions of

as a stationary or a mobile cleaner, 2400

the pool or spa, including temperatures, jets,

W of power and a maximum pressure rate

lighting and water features, etc, from anywhere.

of 2200 psi. The WG605E features a 12 m

Owners can also track and monitor history for

hose length plus a flow rate of 8 L/min.

air and water temperatures as well as heating,

All the models of the range have a

solar and lights.
To begin, the owner must download the free

self-priming function, ensuring a smoothrunning piece of machinery that consist-

software from the Google Play Store.

ently avoids blockages.

Pentair Aquatic Systems

WORX

Contact info and more items like this at
wf.net.au/U468

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U346

Join the Revolution at Evolution
Salt Chlorinators
New & Replacement Cells
Pool Maintenance Equipment
Pool Chemicals, Pumps & Heating
Pool lighting & Effects
Service and Repairs

www.evolutionwls.com.au T. 07 5565 0000 F. 07 5565 0010 E. enquiries@evolutionwls.com.au
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CARE
FOR
THE
COVER
The benefits of pool covers are indisputable - they
save on energy by trapping heat in the water, provide
an element of safety, help save water and reduce
chemical quantities required to treat the water.
But just like every other component of a pool, the
cover requires maintenance to ensure longevity and
optimal performance. Pool+Spa discusses pool cover
maintenance with David Lindner from Sunbather.
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POOL COVER MAINTENANCE

T

here are several pool cover types, including polyethylene
bubble, polyethylene thermal and PVC rigid slat. These
types of covers are susceptible to damage from various
elements; however, they are all damaged in some degree
by the oxidising effects of chlorine. The use of a cover
promotes higher chlorine levels because chlorine is retained by the
cover. Chlorine consumption is therefore greatly reduced with cover
use and so needs to be administered to the pool at a reduced
dosage rate. Excessive chlorine manifests as bleaching and embrittlement of the plastic material.
Bubble and thermal covers generally fail due to chlorine effects
on the underside before the sun-exposed side fails, as UV resistance
is generally good for all three types.
A major downside of bubble materials is thermal degradation,
which occurs if bubble covers are left on rollers without a protective over-cover to stop the sun from penetrating through the layers.
Internal temperature build-up within the layers will expand bubbles
and delaminate them from the base material. This can happen in
one hot day.
All cover types should be stored on suitable rollers as this is the
only practical solution to keep them flat and prevent damage caused
by folds, creases or chafing. Rollers should include additional length
beyond the cover width so that some ‘run-out’ can be accommodated
on the roller without edge damage to the cover.
In a commercial situation where starting blocks are installed,
it is advisable to locate covers and rollers at the opposite end of
the pool to minimise cost of roller equipment, operator effort and
possible damage. If there is no alternative to starting blocks, then
the rollers need to be fitted with a starting block extension roller to
carry the covers over the starting blocks.
The life expectancy of a well-maintained pool cover varies with
the type of cover installed and also the frequency of use. It is best
if people use their warranty as a guide for this.

Common mistakes
According to Lindner, when it comes to pool cover maintenance there
are several mistakes pool owners/maintenance technicians make. For
example, with commercial pools, a lack of planned operation is a
huge mistake as is a lack of staff training in handling the covers. In
a domestic situation, where bubble covers are applied, the biggest
mistake is to not place a protective cover over the bubble cover
when it is off the pool.
With thermal covers, the biggest mistake is to try to manhandle
the cover without a suitable roller system or to over-chlorinate the
pool with the covers on. With rigid covers, the biggest mistake is to
not strictly maintain water level in the pool at all times.

Considering cover issues at the planning stage
When constructing a new pool, owners and pool builders should
consult with pool cover professionals from the start so that cover
installation issues can be avoided and space can be allocated for
cover storage when not in use, so as to meet client needs.
“A lot of customers are doing their homework and deciding on what
pool cover system they want to include before they even choose a
pool builder. This ensures that the customer gets a system that they
are happy with and it is included on the plans and not retrofitted
or as an afterthought,” said Lindner.

WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU

WHEN IT COMES TO REPAIRING DAMAGED OR AGEING
POOL COVERS, NOT ALL POOL COVERS ARE EQUAL. SOME
COVERS CAN BE REPAIRED WHILE OTHERS CANNOT
AND THIS COMES DOWN TO THE COMPOSITION OF THE
BLANKET.
When constructing a pool, other factors that impact on the
choice of cover are:
• Is the pool going to be heated with solar or fossil fuel heating?
If so, the customer will want a heat retention cover, a thermal
or rigid slat.
• Does the customer require the system to be fully automatic? If
so, then the pool should preferably be rectangular or at least a
simple geometric shape to suit most fully automatic pool cover
and roller systems. The most popular being the rigid slat cover.
This cover can be housed in a concrete wet pit at the end of
the pool that is formed with the pool shell, or if retrofit, will sit
above the pool surface at the end of the pool.
• Thermal covers and bubble covers can also have automatic rollers.
These are quite often housed in dry pits at the end of the pool
or on fixed end frames at the end of the pool and then have an
enclosure built over the top.
• What is the client’s budget?
“If all of the manufacturer’s instructions and recommendations
are followed, pool cover and roller systems are, as a rule, very low
maintenance. Sunbather recommends that all covers have an annual
service carried out on them,” said Lindner.

Repairing pool covers
When it comes to repairing damaged or ageing pool covers, not all
pool covers are equal. Some covers can be repaired while others
cannot and this comes down to the composition of the blanket.
Repairs to polyethylene covers, be they bubble or thermal, are
mainly limited to wear or damage around edges by sewing or use of
brass eyelets to rivet patches or reinforcements into place although
this can be messy and unattractive.
There is no adhesive available to glue patches or reinforcements
to polyethylene. Bonding is always achieved by fusing surfaces
together during the production process with specialised equipment.
Old sun- and chlorine-affected material does not weld reliably using
this technique.
Slat covers can be repaired, principally by replacing individual slats.
Commercial scale covers are generally best repaired on site given
size and difficulties encountered in packaging prior to freighting, not
to mention the cost of freight itself. Repairs are done with patches
and eyelets.
Commercial covers can have fraying edges replaced as the blankets
near the end of their life and the operator needs to get another
season of use from them. These can usually be sewn or otherwise
attached on site and will allow continued use.
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POOL COVER MAINTENANCE
Maintenance on a commercial pool cover
When it comes to commercial pools, there are a number of factors which need to be considered to maintain the expected life of
a pool cover.
• Pool cover width should generally be no more than 6 m and
preferably no more than 4.5 to 5.5 m to facilitate handling. Wide
covers (6-10 m) will minimise roller numbers but make the job
hard for operators and can suffer with stretch and creasing issues.
• Pool cover handling on and off the pool needs to be orchestrated
for consistent results regardless of staff numbers and shifts.
Things such as accurately defined roller positions (using a drop
bolt system) will reduce the effort and time required to roll out
and pack away covers and minimise cover damage.
• Roller mechanisms need to be structurally capable of handling
covers in the first instance, which is not always the case, and
with sufficient mechanical advantage to enable operation either
manually or with a machine having regard to occupational health
and safety considerations.
• Covers need to fit easily onto rollers to, once again, allow for
cover run-out should covers tend to cone over the 25 m or 50
m run. This will reduce damage to cover edges.
• Cords attaching covers to rollers need to be replaced when broken
as uneven pull along edges can create creasing into the cover,
which once created can never be removed and can result in a
cover which converges and layers on itself making it unmanageable.
• Covers need to have buoyant leading edges which keep the cover
‘planing’ across the water surface, not leading edges which sink

when being pulled creating big drag loads: bad for covers and
bad for operators.
• Tailoring covers to fit between the lane ropes bounding two lanes
where possible will reduce wear and tear and also makes the
operator’s job easier.
To caretakers of commercial pools Lindner explains, “If the above
considerations are observed, maintenance should be minimal. Maintenance revolves around proper handling. There are annual maintenance
contracts available which should be put into place.”

Top 5 tips for pool blanket care
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Do not allow covers to crease when loading them onto rollers.
Creases are extremely hard to remove once ‘ingrained’ and
make cover handling more difficult.
Always replace broken roller attachment cords: the absence of
cords can promote creasing.
In extremely windy conditions (eg, gale force), covers may need
to be removed from the pool prior to the event to avoid being
blown away and subsequently damaged. The security straps
supplied with covers are a must under these conditions.
Do not administer concentrated chemicals (eg, chlorine) next
to or onto covers as they may suffer damage.
Lane ropes can remain in the pool while covers are in use but
will lead to some level of wear. This is generally acceptable but
broken lane rope segments can be quite damaging.

Sunbather Pty Ltd
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U893

CPP41312
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CHEMICAL DOSING SYSTEM
Zodiac has launched the Twist & Dose chemical dosing system
to keep pool water healthy in between pool shop visits. While
test strips are the most commonly used means by which pool
owners measure water chemistry, they don’t tell the user which chemicals
to use and what quantities to add to the water.
The patented device called the Twist is the key component. It is a
simple-to-use, yet intelligent test strip reading device that tells the user
which chemicals to add and in which quantities to keep a pool healthy
and balanced.
Twist & Dose tests three key parameters of the pool water: total alkalinity, pH
level and free chlorine. Just twist each of the three yellow rings starting from the
top to match the colour of the Twist & Dose 3-in-1 test strip pad with the colour for total alkalinity, pH and free chlorine.
Then turn around the Twist and read (in the windows situated at the back of the product) the dosages of chemicals to
add to the water for a healthy pool.
Zodiac Group Pty Ltd
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U808

FIBREGLASS SAND FILTER
The Leisuretime II fibreglass sand filter is a high-performance sand filter. It’s simple
to operate and maintain and it’s built with long-term reliability in mind. Plus, its
design provides all the clean, crystal clear water a pool requires, year after year.
Pool water is routed through the sand-filled pressure vessel. The sand traps particles so small they are undetectable to the naked eye. Over time, dirt accumulates
in the spaces between the sand particles, causing the pressure in the vessel to rise.
This signals a ‘backwash’ of the filter. Reverse the water flow to remove the dirt.
The multiport valve puts all filter functions at the operator’s fingertips. Rotate the
handle to the desired position and the Leisuretime filter does the rest.
Pentair Aquatic Systems
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U631
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Filter Max Series

MFV available in 8 sizes. Manufactured
from high density food grade. Polyethylene
suitable for high performance & reliability.

DIAMOND BUBBLE-SHAPED SOLAR COVER
Once a pool is heated, the best way to ensure the water stays warm is with a
solar cover. Supreme Heating’s Heatseeker Diamond bubble-shaped solar covers, increase heat retention, help prevent evaporation and reduce running costs
in terms of maintenance and pool chemical consumption.
The top five benefits of using a pool cover include: reducing water evaporation by up to 97%, providing water savings of approximately 50,000 to 70,000
EPH Series Heavy Duty Pump

This pump delivers high flow & energy efficiency ultra performance. 2” suction & a
discharge port with transparent lid. A ring
lock seal designed to eliminate suction
leaks & maximise suction efficiency.

litres per year depending on location; increasing heat retention by up to 75%,
reducing CO2 emissions and saving on energy normally used to run auxiliary
heating systems; by conserving pool water, chemical consumption will also be
reduced by 50 to 70%; maximising the absorption and retention of heat from
the sun and increasing the pool temperature by as much as 8°C; cutting out
much of the dust and debris entering the pool will reduce the maintenance
required to keep the pool clean.
Supreme Heating
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U699

E-Lunnen Underwater Light

The sleek 35W colour changing LED uses less
energy than your traditional Halogen underwater light. Continuous operation if a single LED
fails. 7 fixed colours for individual preferences.
8 fascinating pre-programmed colours from
continuous to fading in & out.

BRICK TILES
The Robertson’s Brick Tile is a clay product supplied in four different
brick module sizes; US Standard 57 x 193 mm, Roman 50 x 230 mm,
Australian Standard 76 x 230 mm and US Utility 92 x 295 mm. There are
a variety of clay Brick Tile options available; smooth, textured, metallic
and glazed. They vary in thickness from 18 to 12 mm.
The Brick Tile is applied like a bathroom or kitchen tile, glued one day
with application of grout the next day. The gaps between these tiles can
be as wide as 10 mm to replicate a contemporary brick wall or users can
choose to reduce the ‘perp’ for internal projects. It’s quick, clean and easy to
manage, key attributes on busy building sites where space is often a problem.
The tiles feature the long-life attributes and colour-fast character expected
from kiln-fired clay. They are used extensively by builders because a tile fitted

Ultra Series Filtration Combo with Pre-Filter

Designed for easy set-up above ground pool,
“ULTRA” Series filtration combo offers an economical solution with user-friendly operation.
The combo inludes durable top mount plastic
filter tank, 4-way multiport valve and swimming pool pump attached with base.

to a well-prepared substrate is cleaner and easier than building contemporary
brick walls. Brick facade tiling also improves the cost and speed of construction.
The company will shortly be introducing genuine stone and glass to enable
architects to use new colours and surfaces when they are designing internal or
external building facades. The range of Brick Tiles means that creating brick

1300 293 633 info@emaux.com.au
www.emaux.com.au

facades is now much easier for builders.
Robertson's Building Products Pty Ltd
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U520
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SWIMMING POOL ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT STERILISER
The Series 1 Trident Swimming Pool UV Sanitation System uses the
latest low-pressure, high-output UV technology to kill 99.9% of all
bacteria that passes through the chamber without adding anything

Bubbling with opportunites?
CORDELL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Boost your business with Cordell Construction Projects.
Our information and industry insights give you
access to the full range of opportunities available –
so you can generate proﬁts today.

to the water.
The system reduces chloramine levels that cause chlorine smell,
eye and skin irritation, which means a reduction in chlorine usage
by as much as 60%.
The system also kills microorganisms such as Crypto and Giardia
that chlorine struggles to eradicate. It is suitable for indoor pools
affected by high chloramine concentrations in the air.
CSN Global Pty Ltd
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U632

HIGH-PERFORMANCE SUCTION CLEANER
The Zodiac MX6 is a high-performance suction cleaner that provides a thorough clean.
The Zodiac MX6 is able to reverse and

Let the jobs start coming to you!

rotate thanks to its in-built intelligence. The
MX6 introduces brand new flow regulating
technology. The Flow Valve regulator moderates flow through the cleaner, making the MX6
efficient and extending the life of the cleaner.
The MX6 utilises X-Drive technology for

Subscribe now.

1800
80 60 60
www.cordellprojects.com.au

optimal floor and wall cleaning and Flex-Power
turbines for maximum torque at low flow.
Pool owners will appreciate the Zodiac MX6’s
cyclonic vacuum suction that captures debris without
losing suction power.
Great pool coverage is made possible with the
MX6’s X-Trax tyres. Delivering traction for extreme
manoeuvrability, the mechanical suction cleaner
drives vertically up walls, getting in and out of
tight corners with ease.
Lightweight, easy to install and use, the MX6
is suitable for most in-ground and aboveground pools with tile, concrete, pebblecrete,
quartzon or fibreglass surfaces.
Zodiac Group Pty Ltd
Contact info and more items like this at
wf.net.au/U329
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SOFTWARE TO STREAMLINE WORKFLOW
The biggest limitation to the growth of any business is often
its capacity to service beyond a particular client-to-staff ratio. Software
developed by Fluid Solution can increase your team’s capacity to service
more clients with better service than before.
This tool is the culmination of 50 years of pool servicing experience and
has been designed as a solution to address the problems commonly shared
in the pool industry: long hours, bottle-necked information flow, seasonal
staff and a business that is difficult to sell in the end. The software allows
the user to create invoices and email them to the client’s in-box while still
on-site. A recommended equipment upgrade and energy cost-savings
breakdown can be attached directly to the client’s invoice.
The core functions of the software include the ability to create seasonal
schedules with multiple frequencies; delegate jobs based on staff travel
routines; track your team’s progress throughout the day; save money and
time by reducing admin costs and entering data just once; building your
business by expanding your customer database; arming your team with the
best tools to sell, service and save information and encouraging customer
loyalty and confidence.
Fluid Solution
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U173

Continuous
Duty Blowers
If you want efficient, reliable aeration,
along with quality advice and support,
ESAM is the blower for your business.
Benefits of ESAM blowers:
• Energy efficient aeration
• Delamination of temperature layers
• Smooth & quiet operation
• 5 Year warranty
• Induction motor (brushless)
…and service to you is our priority.

www.sidechannelblowers.com.au
Phone 03 9484 5719
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POOL CIRCULATION SYSTEM
Enviraflo is a pool circulation system that
combines variable or multispeed energyefficient pumps to lower energy use, all while
maintaining pool water health and quality.
Enviraflo’s patented design works by
drawing water through the AVSC drain
in the lowest part of the pool - the most
difficult water to move in all swimming pools.
Larger debris are removed by the optional LeafVac
debris canister on its way to the pump and filter.
After filtering, the majority of water returns to the pool through

OXYGENATING SPA SYSTEM
Jason International’s MicroSilk system, available from Spa Industries,
supersaturates the water, increasing oxygen levels up to 70% higher
than common tap water. The microbubbles remain suspended in the
water, covering the body in oxygen. This increased oxygen level is
said to energise cells, stimulate the immune system, kill bacteria and
promote healing.
The system creates billions of oxygen-rich micro-bubbles. The
negatively charged bubbles enter skin pores, bond to impurities and
lift them away, leaving skin fresh and clean.
The billions of dissolving microbubbles also provide therapeutic lev-

traditional eyeball returns, while 30 L of water are redirected to the
QuikSkim venturi-powered automatic skimmer. These 30 L generate the
powerful venturi skimming action of 190-265 L/min, which are filtered
by QuikSkim’s unique silk sock, further improving pool filtration by
trapping ultrafine surface debris.
Enviraflo fully integrates with all water management systems, can
be automated or manually controlled, is available in a range of colours and can be installed into fibreglass and concrete pools during
construction.
Cooke Industries
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U697

els of anions - negatively charged ions. These ions are also released
into the air around the spa. Anions are known to improve serotonin
levels in the brain, a well-known contributor to feelings of wellbeing.
In addition, anions help relax the mind and body, promote deep sleep
and enhance recovery from physical exhaustion.
Spa Industries Pty Ltd
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U466

SOLAR CONTROLLER
The Dontek range of solar controllers incorporates the latest
technology with the simplest of operation. The controllers
control the delivery of the unheated pool water to the roof
solar collector, where it is heated.
A clock function can be enabled which allows solar start
and end times to be selected, eliminating nuisance early
morning starts and the ability to select off peak run times.
The Aquasun 3CD is a suitable choice for boosted (integrated) systems. The filter pump timer is simply plugged
in to the Aquasun 3CD, which then detects that the filter
pump has switched on and allows the solar pump to
start if required.
The Aquasun 3RB with battery-powered wireless roof
sensor simplifies new installations and eliminates the need
to find damaged wiring when upgrading or servicing.
The Aquasun 3RP model has a photovoltaic panel that
only transmits when the sun is out. The UHF transmitter
sends accurate roof temperatures directly to the controller.
Dontek Electronics
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U349
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WATER FEATURES TO
COMPLEMENT THE
BACKYARD POOL
John Storch

Long gone are the days of the water feature in the back corner of a pool, constructed with three
decorative rocks piled high and a PVC return to pool line poking out the top to create a ‘natural’
waterfall. A well-planned and -constructed water feature can provide pool builders with a monetary
add-on to their business, can give them a competitive edge, may increase the value and the aesthetic
appeal of a project and should increase the enjoyment of the swimming pool for the owners.

W

ater features add to the aesthetics of a pool.
The addition of water features creates a stunning visual feature during the daytime and with
lights, a glowing, mesmerising, night-time image.
Water features also create a soft background
noise for relaxation or a loud splash to drown out nearby traffic or neighbours. Water features may add to the usability of a
swimming pool or spa, as heated massage jets and swim jets for
exercise and for children to have fun, and they can also have a
functional use, moving water around the pool, increasing circulation to skimmers and chlorinators.
Water features may be installed as an integral part of a new
pool project or installed as part of a renovation. Most water features can be linked into existing pumps and plumbing within pools
so the additional running costs can be kept to a minimum, only
turning on when the pool’s filtration equipment does. Alternatively,
a water feature can have stand-alone pumps and switches, depending on their complexity, allowing them to be turned on and
off separately to the pool equipment, as required.
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All water features can incorporate manual or automatic gate
valves, allowing them to be turned up and down to get different
effects from a trickling brook to a gushing torrent with multiple
outlets. Gate valves can enable the pressure to be equalised
throughout numerous flow heads or varied to create diversity.
All water features sound different. This is predominantly dependent on the volume of water being used but can be varied by the
type of surface the water is running over; for example, cracked
limestone makes a giggling sound, a Japanese bamboo water
spout makes a loud ‘twang’ noise (also known as a Shishi-odoshi
or deer scarer), a sheer descent makes a splash, spouts mixed
with air can provide the sound of an effervescent bubbly brook,
and if you run water over a smooth or mildly rippled surface you
can get a soft soothing noise - great for meditation!

Different types of water features
Water walls: A vertical sheet of water cascading or rippling down
a wall. The vertical sheet may be purchased ready made or almost
anything may be incorporated as the running platform. A rippled
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POOLSCAPING

MOST WATER FEATURES CAN BE LINKED INTO
EXISTING PUMPS AND PLUMBING WITHIN POOLS SO
THE ADDITIONAL RUNNING COSTS CAN BE KEPT TO
A MINIMUM, ONLY TURNING ON WHEN THE POOL’S
FILTRATION EQUIPMENT DOES.

sheet of toughened slump glass as the vertical wall can create
unusual effects when combined with lighting, plant silhouettes or
the sun behind. Stacked stone, tiles matching the waterline tiles,
cracked marble and granite, rounded river pebbles and stainless
steel all create different effects when water runs over them.
Due to the vertical height and the small compact width of
a water wall, they are often used in areas where space is at a
premium or to disguise a wall behind. The wall can be a piece of
art in itself so that when water is not running the feature remains.
These features are often designed by artists or landscape architects and may be bespoke items costing many thousands of dollars.
Jets: There are two types of design positions available for jets:
those positioned within the swimming pool and those positioned
externally within gardens or in the pool coping. Jets positioned
within the swimming pool are typically spa jets and may incorporate a blower to achieve the ‘champagne’ effect. Jets within a
pool can also be swim jets, primarily incorporated for swimming
exercise purposes, but also make a great ripple effect of movement with pool lights when operating at night-time.
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Jets may also be positioned outside of the pool and create
arching water into the pool itself. Not only do children love
these, but when incorporated with LED or optic fibre lighting at
night, the feature gives the appearance of light running along
the stream of water.
Ponds: Ponds allow a great diversity of design style ranging
from a tranquil billabong to a geometric contemporary pond
adjacent to the pool itself. Ponds may be a sheet of still water
or with the addition of a fountain create a sparkle of moving
water. Ponds have the greatest diversity of use and scope for
blending in with the surrounds and integrating with swimming
pools or may also be very separate to the pool.
Often the ponds are integrated within the swimming pool
plumbing system and the pond flows into the pool and water
returns via an upper pond, but not always. It may be desirable
to keep the water and filtration systems physically independent
of each other but create the visual illusion for design purposes
that they are integrated. Keeping the pond system independent
of the pool filter would allow for fish and plants to be kept
on one side of a sheet of glass while still maintaining a clean
sanitised pool on the other.
Fountains: Fountains can range from a single jet, to a classical
figurine, to a multiheaded kinetic moving extravaganza. Fountain
heads and spouts can be incorporated within adjacent elevated
pool walls to create a stunning piece of art or to set a period
linking the pool to the garden. Bronze lions’ heads and other
traditional sculpture types can look magnificent when used in
conjunction with traditional gardens. Glass and stainless steel
work well with contemporary gardens, while natural rock looks in
place with native or tropical gardens, which also utilise grasses,
succulents or palms.
Pools: It should always be remembered that swimming pools,
spas and plunge pools are water features in themselves - just
large ones.
The aesthetic value that swimming pools, spas and plunge
pools can add to a property should never be overlooked. They
have the capacity to change a drab space into a stunning entertaining area. Styles can vary from a traditional Greek pool,
a spa set in formal gardens, a pool and waterfall dripping in
tropical exotica, a native setting with tropical billabong or a
contemporary rectangular plunge pool to provide family fun. Set
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a spa or plunge pool into a small
courtyard, adjust the colour slightly,
add a big jet and lights and you
have a stunning water feature day
or night. An infinity edge pool with
a rural view, water view or large
silhouetting Angophora trees is
one of the most amazing water
features a backyard could have.
The styles of these water features are limitless and their
design should be incorporated into the surrounding gardens and
house with particular attention to paving, pool interior colour
and planting.
The possibility of incorporating other features in conjunction
with the water feature such as sculptures, trompe l’oeils, pergolas, plants and gazebos should also be carefully considered
to create a total concept.
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Pools, spas and plunge pools require professional advice on filtration, pumping and
sanitation. The following contains some general
suggestions and common pitfalls but each
water feature should be viewed independently.
• If fish and plants are to be used in the
water feature, it is important to ensure that
a suitably sized biological filter is set up.
This will allow for a balanced ecosystem
to be established whereby oxygen and
nutrients are provided. If this system is
set up correctly, the living organisms will
thrive and the water will remain clear.
Chlorinated water cannot be used if you
want fish or plants to survive.
• If fish and plants are not included and
if the water feature is incorporated into
a swimming pool, regular chlorination,
ozonators or ionisers may be an option
to ensure clear water. These options
should be designed by a professional
to ensure their suitability.
• Pumps and sanitisation for a water
feature may be independent from the
swimming pool or integrated with it.
With either option there are numerous
different configurations to set up the
pumps using actuators, gate valves and
switches, which enable the water feature
to either turn on at the same time as
the pool or run independently.
• Pumps may be either external to the
water feature or submersible and placed
within the main body of water of the
water feature. Low- and high-voltage
pumps are available. It is important to
choose a pump that has adequate lift,
ie, has the capacity to pump the volume of water to the height of the fall.
There is nothing more disappointing than
completing a water feature, turning it on
and seeing a dribble where a gushing
cascade was envisaged.
• As they may be structures in themselves,
often council approval is required for
ponds and water features and this should
be verified before starting work.
If independent of the pool and external to the pool fence, it is
important to ensure that water features are safe for children and
compliant with pool fencing codes and regulations. One method to
achieve safety compliance is to secure steel mesh below the water
line to reduce the effective water depth to less than 300 mm.
This method is much less visible than a pool fence, but specific
restrictions apply.
A Total Concept
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U650
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Commercially covered
Quality engineering and workmanship across the entire commercial
platform stand Remco apart from the competition

Remco automatic pool cover systems have earned an enviable reputation for drastically reducing operating costs and
delivering zero risk OH&S outcomes for commercial swimming pool operators worldwide. Remco’s industry leading
insulation levels and custom fit installation help commercial pool operators reduce heating and air handling costs
by up to 80% every year. Remco pool covers are fully automated and compatible with all major centralised facility
automation systems. With fully integrated options for both new and existing commercial pools, why wouldn’t you
consider a Remco automatic pool cover system at your facility?

For expert advice on any commercial application call Remco direct
FREECALL 1800 652 962 or visit www.remco.com.au
Remco Australia Pty Ltd 12 Monomeeth Drive, Mitcham Victoria 3132 Australia
Telephone: +61 (3) 8833 3800 Facsimile: +61 (3) 8833 3801
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UNDER
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THE RISE OF THE POOL
COVER IN AUSTRALIA

Pool covers make every pool more useable, safer, warmer, cheaper to maintain and easier to care
for. Pool+Spa discusses the benefits of pool covers with Australia’s pool cover experts.

T

here are six types of pool covers, each providing the
pool owner with a different range of functions and
benefits.
Solar pool covers. Made from polyethylene in a
bubble formation, these are by far the most popular
pool covers in Australia. Solar pool covers will warm the water,
stop evaporation, keep leaves and debris out of the pool, reduce
chemical usage and insulate the water to maintain the heat in
the pool. The solar pool cover has cemented its popularity with
its cost-effectiveness and convenience of use.
Foam (thermal) pool covers. These covers are made from
closed cell foam and are very effective for insulating the pool.
While they are a little more rigid, they do stop the evaporation.
All thermal foam pool blankets are tape-welded both sides and
manufactured from 3 mm-thick, cross-linked PE closed cell polyethylene foam. This foam consists of three layers. It is flamebonded on both sides to a UV-stabilised, waterproof, non-toxic and
chemical-resistant, blue woven PE material called Canvacon. As
the foam blanket is encased in this double-sided material, if it’s
installed on a symmetrical pool it can be inverted to significantly
extend its life span. Foam blankets are insulating blankets that
do not heat the water.
Winter debris and safety covers. There are many different
styles of debris/safety covers on the market. The best are a nonstretching style that allows water (not dust) to pass through the
cover then into the pool. These covers are used to form a barrier
for the pool against debris.
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Slat covers. Slat covers are fully automated, available in
many different colours and give the pool a designer look. By
the push of a button, a slat cover will extend or retract. Slat
covers offer high insulation levels due to the generous air-filled
chambers within each PVC or polycarbonate slat. Slatted covers
are also available in solar black polycarbonate co-extrusions that
actively heat the water when exposed to the sun. Slatted covers
eliminate evaporation and, when installed in conjunction with an
integrated ledge or rail within the pool, provide a lockable loadbearing layer of child safety.
Manual vinyl covers. These are covers made up of a sturdy
material (in most cases PVC-coated polyester/vinyl) supported by
metal bars spanning the width of the pool cover. These covers
are typically anchored at one end of the pool and tensioned
from the opposite end, creating a completely flat seal over the
pool. Manual vinyl covers are rolled up with geared winders
and boast a compact roll diameter when stored. These covers
offer the pool owner a lockable load-bearing surface providing
additional child safety. Manual vinyl covers eliminate evaporation, offer excellent insulation levels and provide complete
protection from debris.
Automatic vinyl covers. These are fully automatic pool covers that are firmly fixed into two tracks running down either side
of the pool. At the turn of a key, the rectangular-shaped pool
cover rolls on and off automatically. These covers can be deck
mounted or completely recessed into a purpose-built pit at the
end of the pool. Like manual vinyl covers, this automated variation
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offers the pool owner a lockable load-bearing surface providing
for additional child safety. Automated vinyl covers eliminate
evaporation, offer good insulation levels and provide complete
protection from debris.

How do solar pool covers heat pool water?
Water is an excellent absorber of the sun’s energy. Solar energy
from the sun passes through the transparent pool blanket to
heat pool water. The pool blanket continues to transmit solar
energy into the pool while insulating and preventing evaporative heat loss - resulting in a warmer pool and an extended
swimming season. The US National Renewable Energy Laboratory states that outdoor pools can gain a significant amount of
heat from the sun, absorbing 75 to 85% of the solar energy
striking the pool surface.

Benefits of pool covers
Steve Conley from Water Blade supplies the Cleardeck roller,
solar blanket system to the Australian market. “Pool covers are
essential to reduce water evaporation - a swimming pool can
evaporate its volume in less than 12 months in some areas.
While saving water, pool covers are also keeping the pool warm
and reducing chemical usage.”
According to the US National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
almost all of a pool’s heat loss - about 95% - occurs at the
surface, mostly through evaporation to the air and radiation to
the sky. Pool blankets effectively eliminate evaporation when in
place, therefore eliminating this means of heat loss.
Evaporating water requires tremendous amounts of energy.
British thermal units (BTUs) are a measure of the amount of
energy required to raise or lower the temperature of a fixed
mass of water by fixed amount. It takes only 3 BTUs to raise
the temperature of 1.5 litres of water by 1°C but each 1.5
litres of 27°C water that evaporates takes a massive 3144
BTUs (921 watt hours) of heat out of the pool.
According to the US National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
a pool blanket is the single, most effective means of reducing
pool heating costs - and can reduce the owner’s heating energy
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bill by 50 to 70%. If a pool employs solar heating,
the Australian Standard for Solar Heating Systems
for Swimming Pools contains an appendix describing
solar pool covers as a “useful energy conservation
measure with any type of pool”.
This document recommends the use of solar pool
covers on the basis of their capacity to:
• reduce or eliminate evaporation - and consequent
heat loss - from the surface of the pool
• reduce heat loss by convection
• reduce chemical use
• reduce removal of leaves and debris
• provide additional solar heating
If your pool or your client’s pool is heated, it can
cut the heating energy costs by 50 to 70%. It does
this primarily by insulating against heat loss, effectively eliminating evaporation, therefore saving a huge
amount of water. Australian local, state and federal
governments and all water authorities advocate pool
blanket use, as do many similar bodies right around
the world. By fitting a pool blanket, pool owners will
have a warmer pool - extending the swimming season; save
money on pool chemicals lost through evaporation; save on
cleaning time; and conserve water.
“A properly fitted and used pool blanket will result in a pool
that is significantly warmer to swim in - up to 8°C warmer. If
the pool is one of a growing number that is heated, a pool
blanket can reduce heating energy costs 50 to 70%. These
are well-proven scientific facts,” said Derek Prince, Managing
Director of Daisy Pool Covers.

How to decide on the best pool cover
Carl Voshege, General Manager of Remco Australia, has seen
many pool owners choose the wrong type of pool cover. “We find
that pool owners don’t often consider the practical implications
of pool cover operation before purchasing (ie, how difficult or
easy the cover may be to retract or extend). Frustratingly, we
know that many buyers end up with a product
that gathers cobwebs because it is too difficult
to use. Buying a low-cost, manually operated
floating cover for a large backyard pool may be
the most economical option, but it may also be
simply too difficult for the primary operator to
use - often a mum at home with the kids. At
Remco we offer automation options for every pool
cover in our range so that no matter what the
size of the pool or the physical capabilities of the
operator, the full benefit of the cover is gained.
“The same applies to giving proper consideration to what the main objectives of covering the
pool are and then purchasing a cover that best
achieves these objectives. Again, it is tempting to
select a cover based on price alone. Unfortunately,
to do so is false economy if you consider that
spending a bit more on a more appropriate cover
can result in saving thousands of dollars every
year in reduced heat expenditure, water usage,
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COMMERCIAL POOLS BUILT TODAY WHICH USE FOSSIL
FUELS TO HEAT THE WATER MUST HAVE A POOL COVER
INSTALLED - THIS GUIDELINE WAS INTRODUCED SEVERAL
YEARS AGO.

chemical usage and pool maintenance hours,” Voshege added.
“All pool blankets have a finite useful life and will eventually deteriorate due to the effects of exposure to sunlight and
highly corrosive pool chemicals. Daisy Pool Covers have made
a considerable investment in research and development in
order to develop pool blankets that combine maximum durability, heating and heat-retention performance, and value for
money,” Prince said.

Safety
Due to the emphasis on safety fencing by government bodies,
the significant benefits of load-bearing, lockable pool safety
covers are often overlooked by consumers.
“Fences, as history sadly reminds us, are not foolproof.
Gates are still being left open and fences are still being climbed
every year. A good quality pool safety cover like the Remco
PoolGuard Cover System or Remco Swimroll Pool Cover System,
specifically designed to be load-bearing and lockable, will add
an invaluable additional layer of safety to the pool area should
the perimeter fence be breached. What could be safer than a
fenced pool backed up by a good quality pool safety cover?”
said Voshege.

Regulations
In many states, a pool cover is required by law to be used
with new or renovated swimming pools. From BASIX to the
Building Codes of Australia, pool covers are being encouraged
or mandated for use.
A group of pool cover manufacturers in Australia have formed
the Pool & Spa Cover Association of Australia so that the public
can be more informed about what pool cover to purchase and
the pros and cons of each different type.
Elite Pool Covers is an active member of the association and
has been working with Smart Approved WaterMark, Australia’s
outdoor water-saving labelling program for products and services
that help reduce water use around the home.
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Richard Norrish, General Manager at Elite Pool Covers, says,
“The Smart WaterMark has set the minimum standard. To use
the Smart Water Mark Approved product logo, there are strict
guidelines that must be met. Frequently, government rebates
are on offer around Australia to consumers who purchase
products with the Smart Water Mark Approved product logo.”
The Pool Cover Association is also helping set the minimum
standards for all types of pool blankets in Australia. This has
come about due to the emergence of imports coming into
Australia that are cheap and do not last.
“While some of them look okay, they cannot handle Australia’s
harsh UV rays. These cheap imports give pool covers a bad
name, so we want to protect our industry and be known for
selling good products that will stand the test of time. To have
the Smart WaterMark, the minimum micron required for solar
pool blankets (which is what solar pool covers are measured
in) must be 400 micron - anything under that cannot have the
Smart WaterMark on it,” added Norrish.
“These guidelines are very good and once the public are
aware of what makes a good pool cover this will help everyone
make a more informed choice. We are all doing our bit to
explain to the public and make them aware of this.”
Commercial pools built today which use fossil fuels to heat
the water must have a pool cover installed - this guideline was
introduced several years ago.
“With commercial pools that are not covered we need to
know why. Is it because they are outdoor and not heated and
start being used early in the morning and late into the evening?
If so, the operators will not gain a lot from a pool blanket.
However, any heated pools should be covered.
“With indoor pools, covers are a must again for all the same
reasons, but also because it helps slow the degradation of the
building. No matter how good the air exchanging system, the
condensation from an uncovered pool will accelerate a building’s deterioration.”

Commercial pool covers
Most pool cover manufacturers are regularly asked to provide
covers for commercial pools. Norrish regularly assists commercial
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pool centres with their pool cover
needs. “When we are asked to
quote on commercial centres’ pool
blanket and roller needs, we ask: is
the pool indoor or outdoor and is
it heated? From this we can quote
on solar bubble for outdoor pools
without heating as the solar bubble
will give the pool some heat depending on pool use and the times the
blankets can be on the pool. If the
pool is heated then we would suggest a thermal blanket, which keeps all heat in the pool. Indoor
pools are mostly heated so we use thermal covers, which come
in many thicknesses at different costs.
“Once the centre has confirmed the order, we would manufacture, which on average is six weeks, then we deliver on-site at a
prearranged date for the installation of the blankets and rollers.
Centre management and operators are then trained on the use
of the blankets and rollers and maintenance required. Then the
handover is complete,” said Norrish.
“At Remco, we are seeing an increasing trend towards the
installation of fully automated pool covers for new and existing
commercial pools,” said Voshege. “We believe the reasons for
this are varied. There are serious OH&S implications with the
installation of manually operated pool covers for a large pool. A

fully automated pool cover eliminates
all risk for pool operators. The key
switch operation and speed of extension and retraction of these covers
ultimately leads to the covers being
used more often - for example, in
between swimming sessions, water
aerobics classes etc. This significantly increases the net benefits a
pool cover offers. In a commercial
setting, fully automated covers are
often the slatted type. Slatted covers offer by far the most insulation levels available on the world
market - on average three times the insulation levels offered
by the average bubble or foam blanket. Again, this translates
into significant reductions in pool operation costs of a normal
covered pool. Considering the increased insulation, ease of use
and potential to completely integrate the cover into new pools,
commercial pool operators are finding it easier to rationalise the
cost of this type of product.”
The financial benefits of pool blankets are huge for both domestic and commercial pools as they save water, save chemicals
and save energy. The small set-up cost will be repaid many times
over for pool owners and operators.
To read more about the Smart WaterMark, visit
http://www.smartwatermark.org/pledge/poolCover.asp.

IN-GROUND POOL COVER STORAGE

The Cleardeck advantage:
• Quick and easy single person operation • Blanket extends and retracts in one minute
• Blanket is totally invisible when not in use and stores out of sight • Reduces evaporation
• Easily installed in any new and most existing pools of any size or shape
• Can be installed in any type of deck material • No motors, tracks, cables or pulleys
Tel: 08 9408 0955 Fax: 08 9408 0944
Web: www.cleardecksystems.com.au E-mail: sales@waterblade.com.au
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POOL COVER AND ROLLER SYSTEM
The Elite Hideaway pool cover and roller system
is a user-friendly product, designed to be hidden
underground.
The Hideaway is made to fit new pools, can be
retrofitted and is DIY. Manufactured from anodised
marine-grade aluminium, it won’t corrode and is
fully braced inside and out for maximum strength.
A 90° reduction gear box is used in its manufacture so the pool cover can be wound on the
roller inside the Hideaway with ease using the long
handle supplied. This system can house up to 15
m of pool cover.
Elite also manufactures a larger system to handle
up to 25 m of pool cover. These systems can also
be automated if required.
Elite Pool Covers
Contact info and more items like this at
wf.net.au/U953

RETRACTABLE POOL AND SPA ENCLOSURES
Retractable pool and spa enclosures are designed to provide yearround pool and spa usage; reduced pool heating costs, water evaporation,
chemical use and debris cleaning; as well as increased water temperature
and safety. Enclosures also allow the pool to be opened up again within
minutes, providing a versatile and cost-effective solution for enclosing a pool
or spa. They can be installed on existing pools and spas or integrated into
new pool or house projects.
The Pool Enclosure Company (TPEC) enclosures are manufactured to ISO9001
quality. Materials used are aluminium, UV protected polycarbonate, stainless
steel and rubber. The track system is a patented, low-profile, ‘walk-on’ design.
An enclosure is made up of a number of segments, each featuring a patented
stainless steel rolling system. Each segment rolls on the track attached to either
side of the pool or spa. TPEC enclosures are all 100% custom designs and
have a number of optional design features, including lateral sliding, hinged
or lift-up doors, as well as ventilating windows and other special features.
The Pool Enclosure Company

Daisy
Saves
Daisy reduces the cost of maintaining
a pool summer or winter.

Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U846
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Sold only
by Experts

Daisy pool covers are the most cost effective way to
manage your pool costs for your customers.
Make sure your Expert knowledge is up to date so that
your expert advice is available for your customers.
You and your staff can learn as much about our products
as your customers.
Simply visit our website www.daisypools.com.au

daisy

pool covers & rollers
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POOL BLANKETS
These two pool blankets from Daisy are identical in their function
and benefits, while one is stored and functions above-ground
and the other is stored and functions in-ground. In the end it
comes down to personal taste.
Both models, the Berlin and Venice, function with the click
of a remote that automatically rolls the cover off and on. The
in-built battery and solar power source means there are no
dangerous leads.
The Berlin makes an architectural statement and a pleasing
feature to the pool setting. While on the other hand, the Venice
is invisible as it operates below ground level. The mechanics
are identical but the visual impact is very different.
Daisy Pool Covers
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U810
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POOL BLANKET STORAGE SYSTEM
Conventional solar blanket reel systems can clutter pool surrounds and
be cumbersome to operate. Cleardeck’s single-person system is simple
to use, extending and retracting in less than 60 s.
The patented design of the Cleardeck System is the only one of its kind
in the world. The system is a pool cover roller that is concealed in a rigid

SOLAR POOL BLANKET

PVC cylinder that is installed underground at the end of a pool, covered

The SolaMaxx series offers pool blankets in 400,

by an inconspicuous ground-level lid. Easily installed in any new and most

500 and 600 micron thickness.
In Royal Blue translucent LDPE with increased UV
inhibitor for extra UV protection, the bubble design
allows effective conduction to occur to minimise the
loss of heat into the air. The SolaMaxx is a compact
cover, which makes it easier to handle.
Advantages of SolaMaxx include: keeps pools
clean by helping keeps debris out of the pool, which
limits the growth of algae, and reduces the energy
and chemical consumption of a pool by reducing
the time it takes for the pool’s filtration and pump
system to work.
In addition, it is claimed SolaMaxx will reduce a pool’s
evaporation rate by upwards of 98% when covered.
SolaMaxx employs a unique joining method when
connecting sections of a blanket to fit a pool. The
Panel Hot Welding method reduces the visibility of

existing pools of a wide range of shapes and sizes, the system has no

seams so that 100% can be covered in the blanket’s

motors, tracks, cables or pulleys.
Only the narrow strip of the anodised aluminium lid can be seen above

warming bubbles.

the ground. It is safe to walk on and removes the common objection to

Aussie Pool Covers
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U839

pool covers that lie around on the ground.
Waterblade
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U630
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Daisy pool covers are the most cost
effective way to manage your pool costs for
your customers.
Make sure your Expert knowledge is up to
date so that your expert advice is available
for your customers.
You and your staff can learn as much about our
products as your customers.
Simply visit our website www.daisypools.com.au

daisy

pool covers & rollers
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PROJECT UPDATE
POOL IN THE PARK - HORNSBY AQUATIC CENTRE
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P+S: Last time we checked in on the team’s progress, ADCO had just poured
sections of the car park floor slab and the formwork for the northern end
of the pool was being erected. What has happened in the past two months
and where is the project at now?
RH: The floor of the 50 m pool has been completed in three sections. The
starting block wall at the northern end of the pool has been poured and
the side walls of the pool are progressively being constructed. There is a
lot of attention to detail to ensure that there is adequate concrete cover to
the reinforcement and that the waterstops are being correctly installed at
all of the pour breaks. The beginnings of the terraced seating plats have
been formed up.
The overall structure for the 50 m pool is now quite evident and it’s
context can now be appreciated. With the western side of the pool being
bushland and the eastern side being Hornsby Park, the feeling of the ‘pool
in the park’ can now be appreciated.
P+S: Can you please provide details of the pump/filtration etc
RH: Geoff Ninnes Fong and Partners - Structural, Aquatic and Civil
Consultants has advised on the following:
Due to difficult site access, chlorine production is based on on-site
hypogeneration from a brine solution using a ProMinent Chlorinsitu system
that provides weak, very pure sodium hypochlorite with low TDS.
The basic process is removal of soiled surface water (maximum
pollution zone) with wet deck gutters and longitudinal pool grating to
balance tanks. Soiled water passes through precoat filters (Atlas) which
also have reverse flow cleaning as required to an approved 30 m3 backwash
tank that encourages sedimentation.
Advanced oxidation and chloramines are controlled by high-intensity,
medium-pressure Prominent UV.
Return of treated/filtered water is via a floor returning piping system
with adjustable nozzles (additional wall return system for the 50 m pool)
designed to create a conventional surflo mixing pattern.
Management of the process is through ProMinent automatic water
chemistry controls that monitor key parameters.
Layout of the balance tanks is to Geoff Ninnes Fong & Partners (GNFP)
requirements so that all reticulation connecting the pools to the centrally
located plant room is protected and installed within accessible concrete
balance tank structures. This is a preferable, cheaper and safer option than
disparate plant spaces for each pool.
To contain costs, a combined pool water treatment plant is being used for
the learn-to-swim (LTS) and leisure pool being at the same temperatures.
The choice of water treatment plant was the stainless steel Atlas precoat
filter system for all pools. The Atlas system is simple and very efficient
and uses minimal water flow to effectively backwash the filters without
complex valve settings and vibration/bumping systems. The spacing of
elements within the filters gives very effective filtration and a long life
for components. Regeneration cycles optimise the life of the filter media.
Compared to a normal sand filtration system, the saving of water for
the Atlas precoat water treatment plant for the centre gives a total water
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saving of some 2000 m3 (which allows for total dissolved solids (TDS)
control) and this is a substantial saving of water, heat and chemicals.
The chosen brine to chlorine system gives a very mild but very
pure form of sodium hypochlorite and minimises TDS. A chlorine truck
delivery access is not required.
The plant for the 25 and 50 m pool, and the combined leisure and
LTS pools use the same size filters, providing added efficiencies in
purchasing the plant and especially in maintenance and plant control.
Each plant uses PCT460 Atlas filters, each filter with 46 m2 of filter area.
The plant filters to 2 micron (sand is 12 micron) giving exceptionally
clean water. The filters have the ability to filter out Cryptosporidium and
Giardia. The exceptional water quality optimises the effectiveness of
the UV, which destroys the chloramines and pathogens in the water and
especially the trihalomethane group, which can be absorbed through
skin, ingested or inhaled.
There is no change in the chemical composition of the water (pH,
colour, TDS and odour) by the use of UV advanced oxidation and it
cannot be overdosed, nor is there a chemical residue.
All the water treatment plants on this project use ProMinent highintensity, medium-pressure UV which breaks down the chemical bonds
(chlorine/nitrogen) in chloramines. It also kills all the pathogens.
The pools in the centre are as follows:
• 50 m pool: 1030 m2, average depth 1.52m, T/O 3.28 hours,
fully tiled. Filters - 3 x Atlas PCT 460.
• Leisure pool with spa, water features, children’s area and LTS
pool with disabled ramp: 262 m2, average depth 0.73 m, T/O
1.18 hours, fully tiled. Filters - 1 x Atlas PCT460.
• 25 m LTS pool with disabled ramp: 238 m2, 1.1 m, T/O 1.84
hours, fully tiled. Filter - 1 x Atlas PCT460.
P+S: What heating system has been selected and why?
RH: George Floth from Sustainable Building Consultants has advised
that the heating system selected is a combination of several systems:
high-efficiency, gas-fired boilers (2 x 500 kWt) and a reciprocating gas
engine cogeneration plant (1 x kWt). This combination of systems was
selected as the optimal solution to satisfy multiple discordant goals:
• Achieving a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of 30%
over equivalent facilities.
• Minimising noise pollution to nearby neighbours.
• Working within the project budget.
• Providing adequate redundancy in the system to ensure continuous operating capabilities.
The selected systems have the additional benefit of providing a
diversity in their energy source (electricity and gas), allowing Hornsby
Aquatic Centre to minimise its risk of exposure to volatility in the price
of these commodities.
The overall program has been adjusted to take into account
inclement weather and the overall project is tracking in accordance
with the program.
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Cross-industry inspiration
A lot has been written over the years about ‘cross-industry
inspiration.’ In simple terms, cross-industry inspiration is
cross-pollinating ideas across similar or, sometimes, different industries. It’s when a business shifts focus away from
benchmarking against established competitors to focusing
on other industry sectors for ideas, which may reveal new
levels of efficiency and productivity.
All businesses need to figure out how to get ahead of
market, even when the market itself is always a moving
target. By way of example, the BMW iDrive system was
a concept which was ‘transferred’ over from the gaming
industry, while the Nike Shox shoe design was adapted
from Formula One shock absorbers.
But while there will always be innovation, inspiration, new
products and services, there will equally always be one
constant - and that’s the consumer.
The advent of social media now provides consumers with
a worldwide community platform to voice both good and
bad reviews about businesses and their practices, and that
can provide crucial information for businesses.
According to the 2011 Nielsen Global Trust Advertising
Survey, 47% of social media users choose to connect with
businesses and brands via social media and use networks
to assess products and services.
If social media is such an influence on consumers, then
who can the swimming pool and spa industry look to for
cross-industry inspiration?
Let’s look at some big hitters in the social media space:
Dreamworld Australia - Facebook likes: 570,000+
Bonds - Facebook likes: 860,000+
Domino’s Pizza - Facebook likes: 851,000+
Swimming Pools - Facebook likes: 734,000+ (a facebook
page where people post pictures of beautiful pools)
I called two of the above companies and spoke with their
marketing teams to find out what they have in common
and what advice they could provide to the swimming pool
and spa industry. The answer was simple - consumer
engagement.
The companies advised that while they could not control
their target market, they could understand them and engage
with them rather than promote
Spiros Dassakis
to them.
I went looking for cross-industry
inspiration and found that consumers seem to be the same
in the swimming pool and
spa industry as every other
industry. Some things never
change. Feedback welcome:
spiros@spasa.org.au.
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PRODUCT
PAVILION
WATER TESTING TECHNOLOGY
Recently launched to pool dealers around the country, Zodiac is inviting dealers to test
the Zodiac Scan water testing technology.
The Zodiac Scan is a component of the Zodiac Pure Solutions Package and is
engineered to be accurate, cost-effective and, of course, fast. Zodiac Scan is a
device that connects easily to a laptop. Using simple strip technology, Zodiac
Scan makes six essential readings on a sample of pool water, including free
chlorine, bromine, pH level, alkalinity, calcium hardness and cyanuric acid.
It outputs a report that pool owners can understand immediately. The
report helps you quickly recommend the right chemical for your customers.
The scanner is part of the Zodiac Pure Solutions package. It’s offered
under a cost-effective lease arrangement and future upgrades to the software
will be provided free of charge. It requires minimal ongoing maintenance
- just a quick wipe between tests and the occasional internal wipe.
Completing a test with Zodiac Scan can be done in well under a
minute. That means faster store traffic, increased profits and happier
customers.
For problematic water conditions, Zodiac recommends the Zodiac
Lab, a highly accurate device suitable for use all year round. The Zodiac
Lab can test pH, total alkalinity, calcium hardness, free chlorine, combined
chlorine, bromine and cyanuric acid.
Whether pool shops choose the Zodiac Scan and/or the Zodiac Lab, Zodiac will help pool shop owners and their
staff to get up and running and conduct comprehensive training.
Zodiac Group Pty Ltd
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U217
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PRODUCT
PAVILION

LED POOL LIGHTS
Spa Electrics GK Retro-Series lights now operate on variable voltage, meaning they are compatible with
12, 24 and 32 VAC transformers. This eliminates transformer upgrades as the light can simply connect to
any existing transformer, given it is in good working order.
The LED light is available in three single colours (blue, white and green) or in a multicolour model that
comprises eight colour settings and two transition modes. It is also remote compatible.
With the latest in LED technology, this light offers brighter illumination than a 100 W halogen globe while
using less than 12 W of energy.
Spa Electrics
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U827

SYNTHETIC CORD OUTDOOR
FURNITURE
The Bedarra outdoor furniture range launched by Satara
Australia combines teak with the newly developed, outdoor material, synthetic cord, resulting in a new range
of outdoor furniture.
Teak has long been used in outdoor furniture due to
its high resistance to outdoor conditions. The team at
Satara, starting with the properties in teak, have developed a material called ‘synthetic cord’, which is both
UV and chemical resistant, and allows new designs to
be achieved.
The Bedarra outdoor furniture blends the two materials
resulting in a range of outdoor furniture that is comfortable, durable and suitable for use around pools. The
range consists of lounge chairs, sofas and coffee tables.
Satara Australia supplies retailers, designers, commercial clients and consumers with an extensive range
of outdoor furniture.
Satara Australia
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U941

eisure Coast &
Double
Do
o
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Pool heating specialists

SOLAR

Solar

Gas

|

Heat pump

We can help you with your heating requirements
18 years of service in the Pool industry

www.doublebaysolar.com.au

Sales@doublebaysolar.com.au
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PRODUCT

OUTDOOR SHOWER
SYSTEM
Aquapole introduces a shower

PAVILION

system that stands alone, in any

POOL FENCING

location. It is a fully integrated

ARC Fences has a contemporary range of aluminium, steel and wire

system, plumbed through the

pool fencing to suit various styles and budgets. All steel and aluminium

ceiling or floor, allowing walls to

fencing styles in the ARC range

remain untouched.

are pool compliant, with a

Aquapole creates a minimalist,

minimum height of 1200 mm.

easy-to-clean open shower area,

The two choices in pool fenc-

where the pole can be positioned

ing in the wire range are the

at the entry of the recess and

Willow (also knows as Sunshine)

water flow directed against the

and Wattle fences, both at the

wall. This provides the conveni-

required height of 1200 mm.

ence and safety of adjusting water
temperature without getting wet and is a space-saving option.
The patented design features the stainless steel shower slide,
handpiece, mixer and plumbing integrated into a single unit, so
the usual in-wall plumbing, mounted tapware or shower head is no
longer required.

Pool fencing is available in a
range of colours to help pool
builders and owners achieve
the look and design required.
All ARC pool fencing is tested
annually in a NATA accredited

Available in indoor and outdoor models, this shower sets a new

laboratory to ensure compliance with Australian Standard 1926.1-2007;

standard in design. Unlike most outdoor showers, the sliding shower

each product comes with compliance certificates and a comprehen-

head provides flexible height adjustment.

sive warranty.

This product is available in polished stainless steel and the outdoor
model is suitable for poolside use.
Aquapole
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U935

ARC Fences come in a range of styles to complement all pools
and landscaping. Choose from classical or contemporary designs in
aluminium, tubular steel and wire styles and colours.
ARC Fences
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U934
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TIPS AND TRENDS
CLOUDY POOL WATER

Bill Mansfield

Cloudy water is the most recurring problem faced by pool owners; this is caused by
tiny particles that are suspended in the water.

T

he main reason for cloudy pools include:

• Water balance: If the pool water isn’t correctly balanced you may face cloudiness.

• Poor filtration: There are many reasons for poor filtration, starting with inadequate filter size, problems
with hydraulics, inadequate pump size, short filtration cycles,
old filter media, etc.

• Pool surrounds often contribute particles such as leaves,
bugs and other organic material, which break up in the
pool water.
• High bather load: Bathers obviously bring things like dirt,
dust, lint, suntan lotion, skin cells, etc into the pool.
• Algal bloom.
• Heavy rain.

A technical review
Cloudy suspensions occur when individual particles in the water
won’t come together and instead repel each other. These repulsion forces come from water being absorbed onto the surface
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of many particles and forming a protective layer, which repels
the other particles. All particles have an electrical charge on
their surfaces, the sign (positive or negative) and strength of
which are dependent on the type of particle involved.
The repulsion forces are so strong that the individual particles won’t come together without some assistance - hence
the need to use a process called flocculation to get rid of
them. Flocculation is a process wherein particles come out of
suspension in the form of flocs or flakes, due to the addition
of a flocculant or clarifying agent - ie, pool chemical.

About flocculants and clarifiers
A flocculant is a chemical that can be added to the water to
help particles and any other suspended solids bind together
and form heavier particles. The heavier particles then settle
to the bottom of the container/tank and the water on the top
is drained off (in the case of a swimming pool they are either
vacuumed or filtered).
The most common flocculant used in the pools are: alum
(aluminium sulphate) and cationic polymers.
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CLOUDY WATER

When use them
If the purpose is to clarify slightly cloudy or hazy water, it is better to use a clarifier as it is faster and less of a hassle to use.
If the water is really dirty - ie, if you can only see down into
the water a couple of centimetres or two - then a one-time dose
of aluminium may be better than multiple doses of a water clarifier.

Difficulties with flocculation
More is not better; always follow doses recommended by manufacturer.

© iStockphoto.com/BackyardProduction

How do you determine what is the ‘right’ dose
of clarifier or flocculant?

Aluminium compounds
When aluminum sulfate is added to water, it dissociates and forms
ions (charged atoms). Particles with surface charges bind together
with these ions and become heavy enough to settle to the bottom
of the water. For example, if aluminum sulfate is added to water
containing particles with negative charges, the particles' negative
charges are attracted to the aluminum's positive charges (opposites
attract). This causes the particles to aggregate, increasing in mass,
such that the motion in the water is no longer enough to retain
the particles in suspension.

Polymers
Polymers are useful as flocculants because they are robust molecules
and sometimes carry charges. Because they are so large, small
particles can get trapped in the curves of the polymer, causing them
to accumulate a mass heavy enough to prevent their retention in
solution. These larger particles can therefore be removed from the
water by filtration or by vacuuming. The most common polymers
used in the pool industry are polyaluminum chloride, or PAC, and
cationic polymers (poly DACMAC and polyacrylamides). The cationic
polyelectrolytes are used to clarify the pool rather than floc it.
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The fact is that this is an extremely difficult task which is constantly encountered, not just in the pool and spa industry, but in
a range of industrial processes - from drinking water purification
to paper pulp manufacture.
Generally, optimum doses increase with increasing molecular
weight of the chosen polymer flocculant, but the trade-off is that
the rate of settling is very much slower. Fortunately, there is a
procedure which greatly reduces the chance of overdosing while
ensuring a reasonable rate of settlement.
ALWAYS follow the dosage rates recommended on the product
labels. These rates have been determined after extensive testing
on a wide variety of pools with varying degrees of cloudiness from
a range of sources.
Wait 24-48 hours with the pump OFF, then vacuum up any
sediment from the bottom of the pool. Take care when vacuuming so you don’t stir up the sediment too much or you will need
to let it settle again.
If the pool is still cloudy, you should nevertheless perform this
vacuuming step, as it will reduce the ‘load’ on any flocculant that
either remains in the water or is subsequently added to the system.
If cloudiness persists, repeat the dose as specified on the bottle. Also, as mentioned earlier, flocculants (and clarifiers, for that
matter) are pH dependent to one extent or another.
While this dependence is most pronounced for alum, it is recommended that you ensure the pH falls within the label-specified
range in order to optimise the rate of particle aggregation and,
hence, water clarification.
Importantly, no matter what the choice of flocculant, NEVER
agitate the sediment more than necessary when vacuuming the
bottom of the pool or you run the risk of breaking the aggregates
apart. While the effect is again most pronounced when using
alum, it has been found that aggregates formed in the presence
of excess polymer flocculant degrade faster than those that form
at the optimum concentration.
Important note: The above information is supplied by BioLab
Australia Pty Ltd/Chemtura New Zealand Ltd and represents its
best interpretation of available technical information at the time
of preparation. The sole purpose is to supply factual information
to our customers. It is not to be taken out of context or used
as support for any other claim not made herein.
BioGuard
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U693
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GETTING TO KNOW ...
Pool+Spa: How did you come to be in the pool and spa industry?
Robert Sterland: I completed a Bachelor of Engineering in Electronics at RMIT
University, then I took an internship at Bosch in Stuttgart, Germany, where I was
working in the electric motor design and development department. When I got
back to Australia I worked for an RF and electromagnetics compliance laboratory
for a couple of years before taking a job as a test engineer at Pentair about six
years ago. I have since held a number of positions at Pentair including design
and development, operations, and heading the compliance and engineering department. In October last year I became the product manager for Aquatic Systems.
P+S: What has been your career highlight to date?
RS: I would have to say, it’s my current position. I am still heavily involved in the
design and development of new products, plus I get to interact with customers
and dabble in the marketing side of things.
P+S: What steps do you take to introduce a new product to the market?
RS: There are several paths we take to introduce a new product. As part of a
global company we have a lot of global products that we can adapt for Australian
conditions, so sometimes we draw from our global resources for new products. We
also ask customers and listen to what they want to do with pools and if there isn’t
a product available to do what they want, then an opportunity for a new product
is identified. Sometimes, it’s a matter of being on-site and helping out with an
install and just asking the question, “Is there a better way to achieve this?” Getting an idea from paper to product can be difficult and it takes time. The initial
part of getting approval for the expenditure is usually the greatest hurdle. I like to
get a working prototype made as soon as possible, to prove the concept and help
identify any possible issues. It can lead to a more accurate cost/benefits analysis.

ROBERT
STERLAND

P+S: What is the biggest issue challenging you and your colleagues in the pool
industry at this point in time?
RS: The market isn’t growing much and there are a lot of players all trying to grab
a bigger piece of the pie. It makes it very competitive and keeps us on our toes.
P+S: How are you and your team responding to this challenge?
RS: We are doing more for our customers. Providing better products, a better
service and making it easier for our customers to do business with us. Also, we
are branching into new product lines we haven’t had in this country before and
revitalising some older products that are in need of an update.
P+S: What are your consumers demanding of you more today than five years
ago, and how will you meet these demands in 2013?
RS: Consumers are demanding more for less. They have seen prices come down
on consumer electronics like TVs and iPads and the technology keeps improving.
They expect this on everything they buy now. We will continue to provide consumers with better performing, innovative, more environmentally friendly products and
at the right price too. We have introduced high-tech variable speed pumps and
automation systems and yes, ‘we have an app for that’.
P+S: What do you see as the biggest growth opportunities for your company in
the year ahead?
RS: The variable speed pumps (Intelliflo and ECO800) sales will continue to grow
rapidly as they have over the past few years as people take up on all the benefits
they offer. Also our new product lines will attract consumers and revitalising
some older products will help retain customers of the tried and true.
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Robert Sterland, Product Manager
- Aquatic Systems from Pentair
Australia takes five minutes to
tell us about himself and his view
of today’s pool and spa market.
WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU
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FILTRATION
CONSIDERATIONS
To deliver a crystal clear pool, there are two main requirements:
filtering and sanitising the water. There’s a plethora of options,
equipment and chemicals used to achieve both of these
requirements. But it’s not as easy as installing the equipment
and adding the chemicals - consideration must be given to the
type of media chosen, maintenance, water and energy savings,
filter size and flow rates.

T

raditionally there have been three main methods of
filtering - DE system, sand filter system and cartridge
system. According to Dan Kwaczynski, managing director
of Maytronics Australia, “Sand systems and cartridge
systems have dominated the Australian market for many
years, but there has been a revolution in the sand filter system
over the last 5 to 10 years. Sand systems typically comprise a
round filter tank with a valve on top. Inside the filter is the media,
which is the crucial element.”
The three main options of filter media available on the market today are sand, glass or zeolite. All have their followers, but
what are the main differences and why has there been a shift
from sand to zeolites and, more recently, to glass filter media?
To understand this, Kwaczynski defines how each media helps to
filter the water:
1. Sand. Sand media has small cracks in each particle and,
combined with the gaps between each particle, enables
mechanical entrapment of particles to occur.
2. Zeolites. Zeolites have a similar mechanical entrapment like
sand, the fundamental difference being that each particle of
zeolite has a huge number of internal cracks and surfaces,
enabling much finer filtration.
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Glass. Glass media uses a completely different method of
entrapment - electrostatic entrapment. Put simply, each glass
particle carries a small electrostatic charge that attracts particles to it, and holds them in position.
“The result of each of these mechanisms is that zeolites and
glass have taken an ever-increasing market share due to their
superior filtering performance,” Kwaczynski says.
So how, then, should the discerning pool professional decide
between these media types and why has there been a shift
towards glass, with many industry suppliers now promoting this
product. Primary reasons for this are ease, full life costing and
water and energy savings.
Maintenance: While both types of media are as easy to install
as each other, zeolites require a recharging process, approximately
every two years. This process requires the filter to be opened
and chemicals added to the bed - the goal is to clear all the
micropores, which over time tend to clog and bind. Glass media
does not have the same issue as its entrapment mechanism is
superficial, and only on the surface.
Full life costing: When considering the maintenance and the
longer life expectancy (zeolites typically 5-6 years, glass typically
10+ years), glass media has a far superior full life costing.
3.
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FILTRATION CONSIDERATIONS

Water savings: Both glass and zeolite have a good capacity
for debris; that is, both types of media enable a longer period
between backwashing than sand, but because of zeolite’s entrapment mechanism, it requires more backwashing time to completely
clear the debris, unlike the short time required by glass.
Less power required/better hydraulics: Once again, the
entrapment mechanism means that the pressure loss in a glass
filter is less than that of zeolite and sand. The reason for this is
that sand and zeolite filters have water flowing not just through
the gaps between particles but also into all the pores and cracks
of the material. Naturally, zeolite will have a higher pressure loss
due to its superior number of cracks. Glass in comparison has
almost no cracks, so water flows more freely through the bed.
The result is lower pressure loss, better flow rates and better
pool hydraulics.
“It’s clear from this why the market initially moved to zeolites
(better clarity) and has more recently moved to glass - better
clarity, lower maintenance, better full life costing and improved
hydraulics,” said Kwaczynski.
Stephen Reed, director of national accounts and marketing at
Hayward Pool Products, believes that while silica sand still remains
the dominant media for depth-filtration type filters, retailers, builders
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and servicers are always looking for market distinction or a point
of difference. “Both zeolite and glass provide these advantages
and as such we have seen their popularity rise here in Australia.
A longer-term trend we also notice is the steady rise in the ratio
between cartridge filtration and ‘sand’ filtration. The key reason this
is happening is from a water conservation or water management
perspective, as cartridge filters do not require regular backwashing. The cartridge filter’s capacity to filter down to a finer micron
with little or no regular maintenance required over the season is
likely why we will see this trend continue on.”
Peter Rabbidge, sales manager for Zelbrite Filter Media, believes
that when it comes to pool filters the one thing not discussed
enough is the water-saving properties. “Zelbrite filter media is the
only filter to have the tick of approval from all three water-saving
authorities - Save Water, Smart Approved WaterMark and the W.A.
Water Corps Water Wise - for its water-saving ability. This is due
to the filter media having a very large surface area, which means
there is a longer period between each backwash. Additionally, tests
carried out by the Australian Water Quality Centre confirmed that
the Zelbrite filter media filters down to 2 microns.
“For far too long, pools and pool equipment have been sold
on price and not on performance or energy savings.” According
to Rabbidge, when deciding on the right filter, pool owners and
builders should consider the ease of operation and the amount
of time taken up with the maintenance of the filter. “People of
today are all very busy and don’t have the time to spend pulling
filters apart to clean them. The filtration/pool salespeople need to
ask the pool owners what they want, or expect, from their filter,
asking if they want to save water and therefore saving on both
chemical and heating. The better the filtration the less time the
filter needs to run. This would be one way of saving on power.”

Filtration velocity
Filtration velocity = flow/filter area, which is basically the quantity
of water flowing through a square area of filter media. It is often
expressed as m3/h/m2 or m/h. It means that a filter needs to
provide enough filter media area to cope with the incoming flow
of water to deliver desirable results. When selecting and sizing
an appropriate pool filtration system, the filtration velocity should
also be carefully considered.
Bryan Goh, group marketing director at Waterco, believes the
slower the filtration velocity, the better the outcome. “The best
filter available is a gravity filter, which allows water to trickle
through the filter media and which is basically simulating nature.
The downside of a low filtration velocity is that you require a
large filter area to facilitate enough flow to provide an adequate
turnover of the pool water. Filtration velocity is sometimes overlooked, under the belief that the bigger the pump, the better the
performance. We need to find a balance between a low filtration
velocity and the available installation space, as well as ensuring
adequate turnover of the pool water.
“If too much water flow is pushed through a specific filter
area, the final outcome is not as good as meeting the correct
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FILTRATION CONSIDERATIONS
filtration velocity. The filter is not operating at its optimum and
the head loss through the filter increases, and the end result
is a very inefficient filtration circuit of high head loss and poor
filtration,” Goh added.
The appropriate filtration velocity for a domestic sand/media
filter is 48 m3/h/m2. NSF 50 states that the filtration rate for a
high rate sand filter should not exceed 20 gpm per square foot.
1 gpm/ft2 = 40.746 Lpm/m2, 20 gpm per square foot converts
approximately to 48 m3/h/m2.
“If this filtration rate is exceeded the quality of water from
the filter will deteriorate. It is important that the right pump is
established for the right size of filter and that the maximum flow
rate of the filter is not exceeded. We need to learn that a bigger pump is not always better. We also need a similar standard
in Australia so that the flow rates stated on the manufacturer’s
brochures are consistent,” said Goh.
Reed from Hayward also validates the importance of a properly
sized filter. “A filter of any type has a design flow rate in Lpm as
well as a turnover capacity in litres. It is extremely important to
properly size a filter that meets or exceeds both the desired flow
rate and turnover capacity in litres. It is also of great importance
to properly match the filter with the right or corresponding circulation pump; failure to do so can yield disappointing or problematic
results. If a sand filter is undersized, the pump will overpower the
normal depth filtration and create channels in the sand bed causing poor filtration, increased pressure and possible valve issues.

“Sand or depth filters achieve a finer level of filtration as they
become dirtier because the dirt adds to the filtration layer. The
filter is actually achieving the best filtration just before the filter
should be backwashed. Thus, if a sand filter is oversized and it
rarely reaches a pressure differential of approximately 69 kPa (10
psi), the filter is not achieving as good a filtration as it should
be,” added Reed.
“Commercial pools apply a filtration rate of 24 to 36 m3/h/m2.
Commercial operators apply a much lower filtration rate to achieve
higher water quality, but there is no reason why residential pool
operators can’t do the same thing and operate their filters at half
their current flow rate. This is currently being achieved through
the introduction of energy-saving pumps. By running a lower flow
rate, there is energy savings, better water clarity, less resistance
to flow, better hydraulic efficiency and less noise,” said Goh.
To achieve optimal results, it is important to operate a filter
at the lowest filtration velocity, which is viable considering space
restrictions, and also to ensure that the equipped pump is capable
of meeting the backwash requirements of the sand/media filter.
Sand/media filters require a backwash velocity of around 48 m3/h/
m2 - this is why most pumps are sized to deliver that filtration
velocity, so that the same pump can be used to backwash the
filter. Three-speed or variable speed pumps are the ultimate choice,
as they can lower the filtration velocity for normal operation and
then increase their flow to meet the required backwash velocity
of the sand/media filter.

FILTRATION

products

COMBINED CENTRIFUGAL AND
CARTRIDGE FILTRATION
The MultiCyclone Ultra by Waterco offers zero
backwashing, easy installation, maximised hydraulic
efficiency and water and energy savings.

The CS and CV cartridge
pool filters come as a sin-

The MultiCyclone Ultra combines centrifugal and

gle cartridge system (CS

cartridge filtration into one streamlined housing, creat-

range) or as a large multielement cluster

ing a compact filtration system that can be vertically

cartridge (CV range).

installed on a pool pump.
Due to its dual-stage filtration, approximately 80%
of the incoming dirt load is spiralled down to the

Zodiac Cartridge Pool Filters are suitable for most suburban backyard pools
up to 100,000 L.

Ultra’s clear sediment chamber. The outgoing water

The units are durable, impact resistant

is polished via its in-built cartridge filter, producing

and anticorrosive with a UV-resistant body.

crystal clear water.

Easy-grip handles make installation and

The streamlined design combines the benefits of the

cleaning easy.

MultiCyclone’s prefiltration technology and a compact

An extra large (50 mm) drain port

cartridge filter. This enables a reduction in pool equipment

makes cleaning of debris a simple task

footprint and required pipework - thus reducing

and they’re backed by a 5-year warranty

the filtration system’s overall head loss. In ad-

on the tank and a 1-year warranty on

dition, the MultiCyclone Ultra can be mounted

all other components.

using the specially designed support stand.
Waterco Limited
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U892
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CARTRIDGE POOL
FILTERS

Zodiac Group Pty Ltd
Contact info and more items like this
at wf.net.au/U806
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ONGA®

FIBREGLASS SAND FILTER

SO CLEAN! SO CLEAR! SO EASY!
The Leisuretime II Fibreglass Sand Filter is
the perfect high performance sand filter.
It's incredibly simple to operate and
maintain, and it's built with long-term
reliability in mind. Plus, its highly efficient
design provides all the clean, crystal clear
water your pool requires year after year.

For an efficient, reliable and eco-friendly
pool system, combine the Leisuretime II
sand filter with these products:

ECO800
WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU

ECO-CHLOR

visit us at:
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products
CARTRIDGE FILTERS

FILTER MEDIA

Constructed of durable and reinforced PermaglassXL, SwimClear

Zelbrite can be used in any

Cartridge Filters are high-performance,

media (sand) filter.

corrosion-proof filters that blend good flow

Unlike recycled glass, Zelbrite

characteristics and features such as 50

is a virgin product, which has a

x 65 mm unions with ease of operation.

very small carbon footprint, similar

The filters utilise a quad-cluster of genuine

to that of sand.

Hayward cartridge elements and a secure

Zelbrite has qualified for the Smart

one-piece clamp assembly. Hayward also

Approved WaterMark - Save Water

offers a choice of 330 or 530 square foot

Approval - Waterwise Product ap-

filtration for heavy-duty, dirt-holding capac-

proved by the WA Water Corporation.

ity, resulting in extended periods between

Zelbrite has been independently

cleaning, providing clear, sparkling water

tested by the Australian Water Quality

for years to come.

Centre and the results show that it

Features of the filters include: construct-

will filter out dirt particles as small

ed of PermaglassXL, quality quad-cluster

as 2 microns.

elements, rapid release air valve, full-flow

Zelbrite
Contact info and more items like
this at wf.net.au/U811

40 mm drain port for quick servicing,
durable and reliable.
Hayward Pool Products Australia
Contact info and more items like this at
wf.net.au/U765
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MEDIA FILTERS
To keep pools clear and free of contaminants, Davey offers a range
of Premium Crystal Clear Media Filters to suit small in-ground
or above-ground pools, right up to large in-ground pools.
Davey’s range of media filters can incorporate the use
of sand, glass or Zelbrite media as a long-lasting and
convenient form of filtration.
The filter includes a Praher 6-way multiport valve
with integrated sight glass and oil-filled pressure
Maytronics has launched EcoClear glass recycled

gauge for optimum filter control. The tank has been

media, which adds to the Maytronics range of

computer designed to assist in providing optimal

products that also includes exclusive distribution of

tank strength and filtration performance.

Dolphin Robotic pool cleaners, AquaCal Heat Pumps
and Blue I controllers.
EcoClear is 100% recycled, Australian made,
provides filtering to less than 8 micron and reduces
water usage (saves backwash time and reduces time
between backwashes).
EcoClear is available in 15 kg bags for domestic
use and 1.5 tonne bulk bags for larger commercial
projects.
Maytronics Australia
Contact info and more items like this at
wf.net.au/U838
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It has a one-piece, UV-stabilised, filament wound
fibreglass and polyethylene inner bladder tank for
longevity and durability (PE 18-25″ models only), with
a large diameter tank for maximum filtration area.
The patented T-lateral design provides effective media
utilisation leading to efficient filtration and longer durations between backwashing, which saves on running and chemical costs.
The stainless steel, oil-filled pressure gauge provides durability and
makes it easy to see when backwashing is required.
Davey Water Products
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U807
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SPASA NEWS
An update from the team at
SPASA Australia

Lynley Papineau
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President and vice president appointments: SPASA WA President Lynley Papineau has been
unanimously elected as inaugural SPASA Australia president and SPASA Victoria VP Rob Kruber
was elected national vice president.
As executive director of Aquatic Leisure Technologies, Lynley brings over 20 years of industry experience. She was a recipient of the 2001 Telstra Business Woman of the Year Award and was
awarded the Centenary Medal by the Commonwealth of Australia for her contribution to business.
Vice President Rob Kruber has been involved in the spa industry for 11 years and is currently the
operations manager of Spa Industries and Just Spas Group. Rob brings significant manufacturing and
retail experience and strengths. He has served on the SPASA Victoria Board for the past 3 years.
These appointments steer the strategic direction of National Manager David Syme and CEO Brendan
Watkins. Current activity from the national body includes:
Website: The SPASA Australia Website has been launched. In a strategically significant move each
of the four members, SPASA QLD, SPASA SA, SPASA VIC and SPASA WA will be linked through a
common spasa.com.au domain. By integrating the state and national duplicated content through
a single domain we will enhance enormously the branding power of both our collective voice and
reputation. It will also add member benefit by reducing duplication of common consumer materials.
2013 National Awards of Excellence & 2014 Gala Dinner: The 2013 SPASA Australia Awards
of Excellence has been expanded, both by way of categories and also by participation. Finalists
will be drawn from category winners of the SPASA QLD, SPASA SA, SPASA VIC and SPASA WA
Awards of Excellence. Winners will be announced soon.
In response to demand, it’s anticipated that SPASA Australia will be holding a major Awards of
Excellence Gala Dinner in 2014. This significant event will coincide with what will be a fully inclusive 2014 National Awards of Excellence program.
This showcase of national talent will become the most sought-after and prestigious recognition
available to industry participants ever in Australia. By raising the bar, such an event will draw both
new memberships and participation levels. Initial enquires can be directed to SPASA Australia CEO
Brendan Watkins.
National manager: To fully complement national member contributions, SPASA Australia appointed
David Syme earlier this year to the national manager role. David’s technical background, engineering
qualifications and, most importantly, his unique experience with accreditation and standards, sets
him apart from any counterparts. All industry members with enquiries about the national position
relative to standards, or any federal regulation, should contact David Syme directly.
Training: SPASA Australia is working closely with a Queensland-based RTO, Traxion Training, in applying for government-funded training subsidies for Certificate III in Swimming Pool & Spa Service
and Certificate IV in Swimming Pool & Spa Service. These funds will support learning programs for
our membership and the wider industry. The national body strives to learn the lessons of history
and has no intention of becoming an RTO. Partnering with the multiple RTOs within this space is
the way forward.
Allocation of national portfolios: In another proactive step, the SPASA Australia Board has created four key national portfolios. This initiative will assist in maintaining focus and determining
resource allocation to address national issues occurring simultaneously across the nation. The
portfolios are: Finance/Treasurer, National Training/Education, Communications and Promotion and
Federal Representation.
Updating governance and procedural documentation: The cornerstone of good governance is
both current and transparent policy development, coupled with constitutional rigour. Further evidence
of SPASA Australia’s progression is ongoing policy development. Many elements have already been
put in place and additional policies are being finalised.
For more information: http://www.spasa.com.au/.
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CORROSION-PROOF FILTER
ProSeries are one-piece constructed,
corrosion-proof, easy-to-use filters. NSF rated
at 350 kPa, the ProSeries also represents the
very latest in filter technology utilising a unique
umbrella lateral assembly design, providing clear
water for years to come. ProSeries filters
include standard 50 mm Hayward VariFlo
multiport valve.
Features include: standard 50 mm
Hayward VariFlo multiport valve, NSF
rated at 350 kPa, patented umbrella
lateral assembly design, full-flow drain
port for quick servicing, durable and
reliable.
Hayward Pool Products Australia
Contact info and more items like this at
wf.net.au/U766

ENERGY-EFFICIENT GRANULAR FILTER
Waterco’s Micron Eco (S602 ECO) granular filter has been created
with energy efficiency and water conservation firmly in mind. The
Micron Eco is a key member of the EnviroPro suite of products.
A major feature of the Micron ECO is its unique ‘fish tail’ laterals, which ensure better water flow distribution through the filter’s
media bed, enhancing its filtration and backwashing efficiency.
The effective coverage of the lateral system virtually eliminates
any dead areas of flow and provides an even up-flow through
the filter bed during backwashing. The Micron ECO’s backwashing time is reduced significantly, leading to savings
of backwash water of up to 30%.
The Micron ECO is designed to work well with low-powered
and energy-efficient pumps and can be backwashed at
lower flow rates than standard filters. In addition, Waterco
has incorporated a 50 mm multiport valve instead of the
standard 40 mm, which allows better water flow with fewer
restrictions.
The main aim of these pumps is to operate at the lowest motor speed settings to provide the minimum required flow for a
swimming pool - without affecting the pool’s water quality - to
maximise its energy savings.
The even flow produced by the lateral system facilitates the possibility of backwashing
the filter with half the backwash flow rate of a conventional sand filter, allowing the option of a lower-powered pump for both the filtration flow and backwash flow. A slow flow
rate has the added benefit of enhancing a pool filter’s filtration efficiency and improving
the clarity of swimming pool water.
The Micron ECO is manufactured with an inner shell of fibreglass reinforced polyester
resin, which is strengthened with multiple layers of continuous strands of fibreglass filaments.
Waterco Limited
Contact info and more items like this at wf.net.au/U767
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A.B.N. 22 152 305 336
Head Office
Cnr. Fox Valley Road & Kiogle Street,
(Locked Bag 1289) Wahroonga NSW 2076 Australia
Ph: +61 2 9487 2700 Fax: +61 2 9489 1265

Coming
Events
September

What: 3rd Waves International Pool, Spa
and Bath Expo
When: 18-20 September 2013
Where: New Delhi, India
Website: www.wavesexpo.com

October
What: Piscina BCN 2013
When: 15-18 October 2013
Where: Fira de Barcelona Gran Via,
Barcelona, Spain
Website: www.salonpiscina.com
What: 10th World Aquatic Health
Conference
When: 16-18 October 2013
Where: Indianapolis, IN, USA
Website: www.nspf.org
What: Aquanale 2013
When: 23-26 October 2013
Where: Exhibition Centre Cologne, Köln,
Germany
Website: www.aquanale.com

November
What: International Pool, Spa and Patio
Expo
When: 12-14 November 2013
Where: Mandalay Bay Convention Center,
Las Vegas, Nevada
Website: www.poolspapatio.com
What: Salon Splash
When: 21 November 2013
Where: Hotel des Seigneurs, SaintHyacinthe, Quebec.
Website: www.acpq.com

December
What: Canadian Pool & Spa Conference & Expo
When: 2-5 December 2013
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Where: Scotiabank Convention Centre,
Niagara Falls, Ontario.
Website: www.poolandspaexpo.ca
What: 2ème Convention National Des
Professionnels De La Piscine
When: 10-11 December 2013
Where: Paris - Centre De Congrès Disney’s Newport Bay Club
Website: www.propiscines.fr

January
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What: Atlantic City Pool & Spa Show
When: 28-30 January 2014
Where: Atlantic City (New Jersey) Convention Center USA
Website: www.acpoolspashow.com
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February

East Coast Ph: +1 212 268 3344

What: SPATEX 2014
When: 2 February 2014
Where: Ricoh Arena, Coventry, West
Midlands Cv6 6ge, UK
Website: www.spatex.co.uk
What: Aqua-Therm Moscou 2014
When: 4-7 February 2014
Where: Moscow, Russia
Website: www.aquatherm-moscow.com
What: Piscine Expo 2014 - Maroc
When: 12-15 February 2014
Where: Casablanca - Morocco
Website: www.piscineexpomaroc.com
What: Forumpiscine 2014
When: 20-22 February 2014
Where: Italy - Bologna
Website: www.forumpiscine.it
What: UK Pool & Spa Expo 2014
When: 20-22 February 2014
Where: Pavilion Halls 1&2 @ The Nec
Birmingham, B40 1nt, UK
Website: www.ukpoolspa-expo.co.uk
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REGISTER TODAY FOR YOUR

FREE SUBSCRIPTION
Pool + Spa Magazine is FREE to industry professionals. To continue receiving your
free copy, please send this form in by fax/mail or go online to poolandspareview.
com.au to subscribe.

THREE QUICK WAYS TO REGISTER
 WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU/SUBSCRIBE
 FAX THIS COMPLETED FORM TO (02) 9489 1265
 MAIL THIS COMPLETED FORM TO LOCKED BAG 1289 WAHROONGA NSW 2076

(please choose one only)
1. Builder – Pool and Spa
2. Designer – Pool & Spa
3. Designer – Outdoor/Landscaping
4. Management – Corporate/General
5. Architect
6. Landscape Architect
7.  E
 ngineer – Manufacturing/
Maintenance Pool and Spa
Equipment
8. Engineer - Pool and Outdoor
Construction/Projects
9. Technician – Maintenance/Service
10. General Contractor/Tradesperson
11. Electrician
12. Plumber
13. Painter
14. Retail
15. Wholesaler – General Pool Equipment
16. Wholesaler – Chemical and Paint
17. Public Pool or other Water Park
Management
18. Purchasing/Procurement
19. Sales/Marketing

INDUSTRY

Photo: Walter Glover

*All fields required to qualify for your FREE magazine
NAME*
JOB TITLE*
ORGANISATION NAME*
ADDRESS*
POSTCODE*

COUNTRY*

PHONE NUMBER*

FAX NUMBER*

EMAIL*
SIGNATURE*
JOB FUNCTION* [

DATE*
] INDUSTRY* [

] [select one from lists to the right>]

[ ] I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO RECEIVE THE POOL + SPA E-NEWSLETTER
PRIVACY POLICY AVAILABLE ONLINE AT WWW.WESTWICK-FARROW.COM.AU

(please choose one only)
1. Chemicals/Allied Products
2. Construction - General Building
3. Construction - Pool Building
4. Decking Supplies
5. Design and Consultancy Services
6. Engineering Services
7. Environmental Services
8. Fencing Supplier/Installers
9. Finance/Banking/Insurance
10. Government
11. Heating Services
12. Instrumentalities (Eg CSIRO)
13. IT
14. Landscaping Services
15. Lighting and Electrical Services
16. Logistics/Transport/Warehouse
17. Manufacturing
18. Outdoor Landscaping Supplies
19. Pipes and Fitting Supplies
20. Pool cleaners
21. Pool Pump supplies and/or installation
22. Retail – Pool Equipment/General
Supplies
23. Safety Equipment (excluding fencing)
24. Service/Maintenance
25. Tank Suppliers
26. Testing/certification
27. Utilities
28. Water Feature designs and installation
29. Wholesale – Pool Equipment/General
Supplies

We bring cool.

Experts in water.
PowerMaster® ECO

ChloroMatic®

PoolSweepa™ Optima

Visit us at davey.com.au or call 1300 2 DAVEY
Pool Pumps | Filters | Chlorinators | Automatic Pool Cleaners | Pool Heaters | Pool Control and Lights | Waterfalls
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